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Abstract
Timely completion of design cycles for multiscale and multiphysics systems ranging from consumer elec-
tronics to hypersonic vehicles relies on rapid simulation-based prototyping. The latter typically involves
high-dimensional spaces of possibly correlated control variables (CVs) and quantities of interest (QoIs) with
non-Gaussian and/or multimodal distributions. We develop a model-agnostic, moment-independent global
sensitivity analysis (GSA) that relies on differential mutual information to rank the effects of CVs on QoIs.
Large amounts of data, which are necessary to rank CVs with confidence, are cheaply generated by a deep
neural network (DNN) surrogate model of the underlying process. The DNN predictions are made explain-
able by the GSA so that the DNN can be deployed to close design loops. Our information-theoretic frame-
work is compatible with a wide variety of black-box models. Its application to multiscale supercapacitor
design demonstrates that the CV rankings facilitated by a domain-aware Graph-Informed Neural Network
are better resolved than their counterparts obtained with a physics-based model for a fixed computational
budget. Consequently, our information-theoretic GSA provides an “outer loop” for accelerated product de-
sign by identifying the most and least sensitive input directions and performing subsequent optimization over
appropriately reduced parameter subspaces.
Keywords: surrogate model; mutual information; global sensitivity analysis; black box; probabilistic
graphical model; electrical double-layer capacitor
1. Introduction: GSA and Deep Learning for Simulation-Aided Design
Simulations are a key component of product design as they enable rapid prototyping by guiding costly
laboratory tests and investigating regions of the parameter space that are difficult to explore experimentally.
To optimize design under uncertainty, an “outer loop” can be included to predict the impact of tunable inputs
or control variables (CVs) on a system’s quantities of interest (QoIs) [1]. In this approach, CVs are treated
as random quantities whose distributions are derived from available experimental data, manufacturing con-
straints, design criteria, engineering judgment, and/or other domain knowledge. Statistical post-processing
of repeated solves of a physics-based model for multiple samples of CVs yields the distributions of QoIs. In
the context of optimal and robust design and uncertainty quantification (UQ), this outer loop constitutes a
many query problem that becomes prohibitively expensive when queries rely solely on direct simulation of
physics-based models.
Data-driven surrogate modeling seeks to alleviate this computational cost by constructing a statistical
model for QoIs. Off-the-shelf software such as TensorFlow and PyTorch facilitates the construction of deep
learning surrogates, e.g., deep neural networks (DNNs), from data generated by the underlying physics-based
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model. This process, which typically involves supervised learning, makes very few assumptions about the na-
ture of the data or data-generating process. This agnosticism makes DNNs suitable for dependent/correlated
inputs and non-Gaussian, skewed, multimodal, and/or mutually correlated output QoIs, typically observed in
complex real-world systems. While DNNs (e.g., see [2–6]) can tremendously speed up the design pipeline
by accelerating and fully automating the prediction of QoIs, they represent black boxes that do not shed any
light on the form of the function they are approximating. They provide no clear link between this function
and the network weights. Moreover, they are non-identifiable, since two DNNs with the same topology, but
different weights, can yield very similar outputs for a given set of input data [7].
Global sensitivity analysis (GSA) [8] provides an opportunity to “peek” inside a black-box DNN surro-
gate and to interpret its predictions by identifying constellations of input parameters that are likely to yield
a targeted model response. GSA facilitates exploration of the entire parameter space and quantifies both
first-order (individual) and higher-order (interaction) effects that characterize the contribution of variations
in CVs to changes in QoIs. Variance-based GSA methods rank input parameters by their contributions to
the total variance of a QoI (e.g., Sobol’ indices [9] and total effects [10]). Their interpretation is ambiguous
when spaces of correlated CVs are large [11, 12] and QoIs are highly non-Gaussian [13, 14], a situation rep-
resentative of complex multiscale/multiphysics systems. In contrast, moment-independent GSA approaches
are easy to interpret regardless of the nature of the data or data-generating process [15–17]; however, they
require knowledge of the CV and QoI distributions or availability of sufficient data to approximate them.
DNNs resolve the latter problem by cheaply generating large amounts of data.
A major goal of this study is to harness this synergy between moment-independent GSA and black-box
surrogates and to take advantage of their shared agnosticism to the nature of data and a data-generating
process. To this end, we develop an information-theoretic GSA that uses a DNN surrogate model to generate
sufficient amounts of data. Information theory has been used to carry out both local [18–23] and global
[24–29] sensitivity analyses. Our GSA approach utilizes the concept of differential mutual information
(MI) [30, 31] to compute Mutual Information Sensitivity Indices (MISIs). It addresses the twin challenges of
correlated/dependent CVs and non-Gaussian, skewed, multimodal, and/or mutually correlated QoIs. These
features make MISIs an ideal decision-making tool for simulation-aided design.
Our MI-based GSA is compatible with any black-box model including DNNs such as physics-informed
NNs [5, 32–35] and “data-free” physics-constrained NNs [4, 36–38]. Here, we leverage a Graph-Informed
Neural Network (GINN) [6] that is tailored for multiscale physics and systems with correlated CVs. The
GINN’s ability to generate “big data” allows us to consider higher-order effects due to interactions between
the CVs. In turn, the MI-based rankings aid the interpretation of the GINN’s black-box predictions, closing
engineering design loops. We validate these rankings by evaluating response curves along sensitive and
insensitive directions and comparing these to their counterparts computed with a physics-based model. This
comparison provides a clear interpretation of the GINN’s black-box predictions in terms of the physics-based
model. That enables the GINN to close engineering design loops by deploying it to estimate subsequent effect
rankings in parameter subspaces yielding optimal QoI values.
In the context of multiscale design [29], the MISI rankings help interpret the GINN’s predictions by
identifying parameter regions that elicit targeted responses and then using new empirical response data pre-
dicted by the GINN for those parameter subspaces to refine an existing prototype. Thus, we illustrate how
MI-based GSA for explainable DNN surrogate predictions enables outer-loop tasks, such as UQ and op-
timal design, to benefit from scientific machine learning. These rankings play a role similar to Shapley
values [39], partial dependence plots [40], and individual conditional expectation plots [41] found in the
statistical learning and data mining literature. Similar to MISIs, these metrics aid in visualizing the rela-
tionship between predicted responses and one or more features in regression models and classifiers based on
changes in certain conditional expectations. Unlike these metrics, our MISIs depend on distributional—as
opposed to moment—information and provide a framework for estimating and ranking higher-order effects,
or interactions, among correlated CVs that prove to be crucial for design of complex systems (cf. Fig. 5).
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In Section 2, we develop a GSA framework that includes both first-order and higher-order MISIs. In Sec-
tion 3, this methodology is combined with a GINN in the context of a testbed problem related to the design
of a supercapacitor. Validation of the MI-based rankings and closure of design loops through subsequent
rankings in the reduced parameter space with optimal QoI values are performed in Section 4. In Section 5,
we summarize the main conclusions drawn from this study and discuss future work.
2. Mutual Information Sensitivity Indices for Model-Agnostic GSA
We consider a modelM of a complex physical system,
Y =M(X) , (1)
that predicts the response of a collection of QoIs Y ∈ Rq to a collection of tunable CVs X ∈ Rp. The
model M propagates distributions on CVs to distributions on QoIs query-by-query, i.e., it generates one
sample response Y(m), m = 1, . . . ,M, for each input sample or observation X(m). We assume that all joint
and marginal probability density functions (PDFs) are available for all CVs, but place no restrictions on the
dependence structure of the CVs or on the nature of their functional relationship to the response.
2.1. First-order effects described by differential MI
Differential MI is a pseudo-distance used in machine learning [42, 43] and model selection [44], among











where fV , fW , and fV,W denote marginal and joint PDFs with supportV,W, andV⊗W, respectively. The
differential MI possesses many of the same properties as the discrete MI, including symmetry I(V;W) =
I(V;W) and non-negativity I(V;W) ≥ 0 (with equality if and only if V and W are independent). Unlike its
discrete counterpart, the differential MI can take on infinite values, e.g., if V = W. The following features
make the differential MI appropriate for GSA in multiscale design:
(i) its interpretation does not rely on the dependence structure of the CVs,
(ii) its moment independence makes it suitable for a wide range of CV and QoI PDFs, and
(iii) its continuous nature is suitable for analysis of continuous systems.
The first two features enable a model-agnostic implementation, while the last one facilitates UQ for down-
stream computations relying on continuous QoIs.
To describe the first-order effect of a CV X ∈ X on a target QoI Y ∈ Y, we define a MISI,
S Y (X) := I(X; Y), (3)
and interpret it as a measure of the strength of the association between X and Y . A large score indicates that
X is a globally influential CV in the design of Y relative to the given PDF of X. In complex systems, Y is
unlikely to be completely described by a single CV X, so the value of S Y (X) in (3) is likely to remain finite.
Since S Y (X) places equal importance on linear and nonlinear relationships due to the self-equitability of the
MI [45], it recovers the rankings of Sobol’ indices in the setting of independent CVs X, i.e., when Sobol’
rankings are justified.
The MISI S Y (X) in (3) can be estimated from empirical data generated by querying the model M. A
plug-in Monte Carlo estimator for S Y (X) given by,






 f̂X,Y (X(m),Y (m); bX , bY )
f̂X(X(m); bX) f̂Y (Y (m); bY )
 , (4)
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can be computed via joint and marginal kernel density estimators (KDEs) f̂ at input-output (io) data pairs
{X(m) ,Y (m)}, m = 1, . . . ,M [46, 47]. A Gaussian kernel KDE f̂Z for an unknown PDF fZ based on M′
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 , z ∈ Rd. (5)
Among many algorithms for the automated computation of the positive bandwidth parameters b = (b1, . . . , bd)>,
we chose a direct plug-in bandwidth selector called the improved Sheather–Jones method [49]. To ensure
that the joint and marginal KDEs in (4) are defined consistently, i.e., that∫
X
f̂X,Y (x, y; bX , bY )dx = f̂Y (y; bY ) and
∫
Y
f̂X,Y (x, y; bX , bY )dy = f̂X(x; bX) ,
we require the smoothing bandwidths for the joint and marginal PDFs to be equal. That is, the bandwidths
related to X in f̂X and f̂X,Y must be the same.
The KDE-based direct plug-in estimator S Y (X) in (4) is easy to implement. However, its computation
is not sample-efficient and, hence, unfeasible in the absence of an efficient surrogate; moreover, KDEs are
anticipated to fail in high dimensions [46]. In such circumstances, one can deploy alternative strategies
for estimating MI, such as a non-parametric k-nearest neighbor algorithm [50] and a non-parametric neural
estimation approach suitable for high-dimensional PDFs [51]. Contrary to the discrete MI indices [24, 26],
non-parametric density estimators, such as (4), introduce no bias associated with a quantization of the QoIs,
whose continuous nature may need to be preserved for the purpose of a downstream UQ analysis.
Remark 1 (Independent io). The plug-in estimator (4) involves the joint PDFs, i.e., is useful when io sample
pairs are available. A change of measure in (2) yields an equivalent estimator,






 f̂X,Y (X(m),Y (m); bX , bY )
f̂X(X(m); bX) f̂Y (Y (m); bY )
 f̂X,Y (X(m),Y (m); bX , bY )
f̂X(X(m); bX) f̂Y (Y (m); bY )
, (6)
that is suitable for independent samples from the input and output distributions (cf. [29]).
2.2. Higher-order effects described by conditional differential MI
For large spaces of possibly correlated CVs, it is of interest to also consider the impact of interactions
among subsets of CVs on a given QoI. To describe the effects of pairwise interactions between X1, X2 ∈ X
on a target QoI Y , we define a second-order MISI,
S Y (X1, X2) := I(X1; X2 | Y), (7)
in terms of the conditional differential MI,





f (u) f (u, v,w)
f (u,w) f (u, v)
)
f (u, v,w)dwdvdu. (8)
The latter represents the MI between V and W conditioned on U that we express in terms of joint and
marginal PDFs.2 The conditional MI in (8) is related to the MI in (2) through the chain rule,
I(V1,V2, . . . ,Vk; W) =
k∑
i=1
I(Vi; W |Vi−1,Vi−2, . . . ,V1), (9)
2Here and in the sequel we suppress the labels on densities when the distribution is clear from the context.
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for V1,V2, . . . ,Vk ∈ V and W ∈ W where zero-indexed sets in the conditioning are empty. To see that (7)
captures only the second-order effects, we note that I(X1, X2; Y) describes the full effect of the pair (X1, X2)
on Y . According to (9), the full second-order effect is expressed as
I(X1, X2; Y) = I(X1; Y) + I(X2; Y) − I(X1; X2) + I(X1; X2 | Y), (10)
which includes first-order effects I(X1; Y) and I(X2; Y), while I(X1; X2) captures the interaction between X1
and X2 (the latter term vanishes if X1 and X2 are independent). The remaining conditional differential MI in
(10) describes the desired second-order effect.
A plug-in Monte Carlo estimator for the second-order index (7) is






 f̂ (Y (m); bY ) f̂ (X(m)1 , X(m)2 ,Y (m); bX1 , bX2 , bY )f̂ (X(m)1 ,Y (m); bX1 , bY ) f̂ (X(m)2 ,Y (m); bX2 , bY )
 , (11)
based on io triples (X(m)1 , X
(m)
2 ,Y
(m)), m = 1, . . . ,M. The plug-in estimator is justified in the context of
surrogate modeling and is easy to implement using KDEs (5) with suitably equalized bandwidths. It can be
built from the same sample data used to evaluate (11) and comes with the same caveats.
A kth-order MISI (with k > 2) is defined as
S Y (X1, . . . , Xk) := I(X1; X2; . . . ; Xk | Y). (12)
It quantifies the impact of the interaction among the collection of variables {X1, . . . , Xk} ⊂ X on Y . The
conditional multivariate differential MI is defined inductively,
I(X1; X2; . . . ; Xk | Y) = I(X2; . . . ; Xk | X1,Y) − I(X2; . . . ; Xk | Y), (13)
It is symmetric with respect to permutation of the variables X j, with 1 ≤ j ≤ k. For example, the third-order
effect of the interactions among the triple X1, X2, and X3 on Y is given by the third-order MISI,
S Y (X1, X2, X3) = I(X1; X2; X3 | Y) = I(X2; X3|X1,Y) − I(X2; X3 | Y). (14)
The conditional multivariate MI in (13) and, hence, S Y in (12) can be either positive or negative. They are
related to a conditional form of the “interaction information” [52] and the “co-information” [53]. Instead
of interpreting such higher-order (k > 2) effects, we focus on algorithms for ranking the first- and second-
order effects with appropriate confidence intervals (cf. Fig. 2 for first-order and Fig. 3 for second-order effect
rankings).
2.3. Algorithms for MISI ranking with confidence
We assume the availability of a surrogate modelM for generating large amounts of response data. While
based on slightly different theoretical approaches, the two algorithms described below enable the construct-
ing of first- and higher-order effect rankings for a given QoI with a focus on the generation of associated
confidence intervals. The latter enable distinguishing closely-ranked CVs and pairs of CVs.
2.3.1. Algorithm 1: Compute MISIs with confidence intervals adjusted for ranking
Algorithm 1 (see the pseudocode) constructs the plug-in estimators Ŝ Y (X j) in (4) with confidence inter-
vals selected such that pairwise comparisons of the MISIs and their accompanying intervals determine the
effect ranks. For fixed Y , we order the Ŝ Y (X j) as
Ŝ Y (X j1) > Ŝ Y (X j2) > · · · > Ŝ Y (X jp). (15)
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Then, the ranked first-order MISI estimators are
(̂θ1, . . . , θ̂p) :=
(
Ŝ Y (X j1), . . . , Ŝ Y (X jp)
)
, (16)
where the individual (additive) effects of the CVs are arranged in order of importance, from the greatest (̂θ1)
to the least (̂θp). The rank r j of CV X j is estimated by the plug-in quantity,
r̂ j := p − #{Ŝ Y (Xi) < Ŝ Y (X j), i = 1, . . . , p}, (17)
such that
θ̂r j = Ŝ Y (X j). (18)
Since the MISI S Y (X) in (3) is a global measure of sensitivity, (16) represents a global ranking of the first-
order effect of each CV relative to the distribution of X.
One could approximate the standard 100 · (1 − α)% confidence interval for θk with










Ŝ Y (X jk )
]
, (19)
where Φ(z[α/2]) = 1 − α/2 for the standard normal cumulative distribution function Φ and σ̂k estimates the
standard error σk. However, this confidence interval does not readily distinguish the rankings. The fact that
the 100 · (1 − α)% confidence intervals for the ranked effects θk and θl, with k , l, fail to overlap does not
necessarily mean that the difference in the rankings is statistically significant at the α level. Following [54],
Algorithm 1 reports confidence intervals with comparison-adjusted widths, such that the non-overlap signif-
icance level meets a given threshold on average. Assuming normality and independence of θ̂k and θ̂l, the
confidence intervals at level β do not overlap if
|̂θk − θ̂l| > z[β/2](σk + σl). (20)
Inequality (20) holds with probability 1 − γkl, where the pairwise non-overlap significance level γkl is given
by











We select the level β to ensure that the average of the pairwise errors γkl over all 1 ≤ k < l ≤ p is at a





γkl = 0. (22)
The level β, for which (22) holds, is found via Newton–Raphson iteration (cf. Algorithm 1) using sample
estimates for the standard errors. For each ranked effect θk, the approximate confidence interval at level β is(̂
θk − z[β/2]σ̂k, θ̂k + z[β/2]σ̂k
)
, 1 ≤ k ≤ p; (23)
the error bars indicate that the non-overlap significance level is γ¯ on average. The intervals (23) provide the
visual comparison of pairwise effects with clear interpretation: overlapping/non-overlapping intervals imply
that the associated ranks are indistinguishable/distinguishable.
With a slight modification, Algorithm 1 can be used to rank the second-order MISI estimators (7),
(̂ζ1, . . . , ζ̂p′) :=
(
Ŝ Y (X j1 , Xk1), . . . , Ŝ Y (X jp′ , Xkp′ )
)
, (24)
where p′ := p!/(2!(p − 2)!) is the number of pairs (X j, Xk) with j < k that can be formed from X. The com-
putation of (24) replaces that of the first-order indices in Algorithm 1; the computation of the comparison-
adjusted confidence intervals for ζi, i = 1, . . . , p′, proceeds analogously to that of the first-order confidence
intervals (23) with the non-overlap significance averaged over all pairs (̂ζk, ζ̂l) with 1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ p′.
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Algorithm 1: Compute first-order MISIs with confidence intervals adjusted for ranking
input :M . Surrogate model (1)
input : (X(1)1 , . . . , X
(1)
p ), . . . , (X
(M)
1 , . . . , X
(M)
p ) . M independent samples of CVs
input : γ¯, TOL . Non-overlap sig. and tolerance
output: (̂θ1 ± z[β/2]σ̂1 , . . . , θ̂p ± z[β/2]σ̂p) . Rankings with adjusted intervals (23)
begin
Compute target QoI observations
for m← 1 to M do
Y (m) ←M(X(m)1 , . . . , X(m)p )
Compute and rank first-order MISI estimators
for j← 1 to p do
G(x, y)← log[ f̂X j,Y (x, y)] − log[ f̂X j(x) f̂Y (y)]





(m)) . First-order MISI (4)
for j← 1 to p do
r̂ j ← p − #{Ŝ Y (Xi) < Ŝ Y (X j) , i = 1, . . . , p} . Rank of jth CV (17)
θ̂r j ← Ŝ Y (X j) . Ranked MISI (18)
σ̂r j ←
(
Var[Ŝ Y (X j)]
)1/2 . MISI standard error (19)
Compute comparison-adjusted confidence intervals with average type I error γ¯
for k, l← 1 to p do
skl ← (σ̂k + σ̂l)/(σ̂2k + σ̂2l )1/2
f (z)← γ¯ − 4p(p−1)
∑
1≤k<l≤p(1 − Φ(zskl)) . Average non-overlap sig. (22)
f ′(z)← 4p(p−1)
∑
1≤k<l≤p ϕ(zskl) · skl . Normal PDF ϕ = Φ′
z0 ← Φ−1(1 − γ¯/2) · (σ̂21 + σ̂22)1/2/(σ̂1 + σ̂2)
i← 0
while erri < TOL do
zi+1 ← zi − f (zi)/ f ′(zi) . Newton–Raphson iterations
erri ← |zi+1 − zi|/zi
i← i + 1
z[β/2]← zi+1 . Difference level (23)
return (̂θ1, . . . , θ̂p), (σ̂1, . . . , σ̂p), z[β/2]
2.3.2. Algorithm 2: Rank MISIs with percentile confidence intervals
Algorithm 2 (see the pseudocode) constructs non-parametric estimates with confidence intervals for the
unknown rankings rk directly from the sampling distribution. In contrast to Algorithm 1 which uses normality
theory, the present method builds a distribution for each rank by repeated observation of the MISIs using the
surrogate model. For each X j ∈ X, we compute MISI replications,
ŝ(n)j := Ŝ
(n)
Y (X j) , n = 1, . . . ,N , (25)
from io sample pairs (X(m)j ,Y
(m)), m = 1, . . . ,M. That is, for each replication, we generate M new io data
pairs (X,Y) using the surrogate model and compute (25) for every j = 1, . . . , p with these observations.
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and the corresponding δ percentile confidence intervals are
(̂rk[δ/2], r̂k[1 − δ/2]), 1 ≤ k ≤ p. (27)
The equal-tail percentiles r̂k[δ/2] and r̂k[1 − δ/2] are estimated from the replications in the spirit of the
bootstrap percentile confidence intervals [55].
The computational burden of Algorithm 2 is greater than that of Algorithm 1, since the estimator is
computed for each of the N replications. Yet, this method is non-parametric and its results are anticipated to
be more easily interpretable for large numbers of CVs and higher-order effect calculations.
Algorithm 2: Rank first-order MISIs with percentile confidence intervals
input :M . Surrogate model (1)
input : N . Number of replications
input : M . Number of observations per replication
input : δ (δl := δ/2, δu := 1 − δl) . Equal tail percentile level
output: (̂r1, . . . , r̂p) . Ranks (26)
output: (̂r1[δl], r̂1[δu]) , . . . , (̂rp[δl], r̂p[δu]) . Percentile confidence intervals (27)
begin
Compute N replications of MISI first-order effect ranks
for n← 1 to N do
Generate M io samples
for m← 1 to M do
sample(X(m)1 , . . . , X
(m)
p )
Y (m) ←M(X(m)1 , . . . , X(m)p )
Calculate one replication of each MISI
for j← 1 to p do






(m)) . nth replication MISI (25)
Calculate one replication of each rank
for j← 1 to p do
r̂(n)j ← p − #{̂s(n)i < ŝ(n)j , i = 1, . . . , p} . nth replication rank (17)
Compute rank statistics from replications
for j← 1 to p do





r̂ j[δl]← quantile({̂r(1)j , . . . , r̂(N)j }, δl)
r̂ j[δu]← quantile({̂r(1)j , . . . , r̂(N)j }, δu)
return (̂r1, . . . , r̂p) , (̂r1[δl], r̂1[δu]) , . . . , (̂rp[δl], r̂p[δu]) . cf. Algorithm 1 output
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3. MI-Based GSA with Black-Box Surrogates
As highlighted in the introduction, our MI-based approach to GSA is applicable to any black-box surro-
gate model. To illustrate the ability of MI-based GSA to deal with correlated CVs, for which variance-based
GSA approaches are of limited value, we combine it with a GINN, a domain-aware DNN surrogate intro-
duced in [6] to overcome computational bottlenecks in complex multiscale and multiphysics systems. A
multiscale formulation of electrodiffusion in nanoporous media serves as a testbed.
3.1. Multiscale supercapacitor dynamics
We consider an electrical double-layer capacitor (EDLC) [56], whose electrodes are made of a conduc-
tive hierarchical nanoporous carbon structure [57]. Electrolyte (an ionized fluid) fills the nanopores and
contributes to the formation of the EDL at the electrolyte-electrode interface (see, e.g., Fig. A8 in [6]). Iden-
tification of an optimal pore structure of the carbon electrodes holds the promise of manufacturing EDLCs
which boast high power and high energy density [58, 59]. This and other advancements, such as lower self-
discharge electrolytes [60] for enhanced long-term energy storage, position EDLCs as a viable replacement
of Li-ion batteries in electric vehicles or personal electronic devices. Attractive features of EDLCs are their
shorter charging times, longer service life, and reduced reliance on hazardous materials [61].
Two macroscopic QoIs affect the EDLC performance: effective electrolyte conductivity κeff and trans-
ference number t+ (fraction of the current carried by the cations), such that Y := {Yκeff ,Yt+}. These QoIs are
influenced by seven parameters / CVs: the electrode surface (fluid-solid interface) potential ϕΓ, initial ion
concentration cin, temperature T , porosity ω, (half) pore throat size lpor, solid radius r, and Debye length
λD, such that X := {XϕΓ , Xcin , XT , Xω, Xlpor , Xr, XλD}. A physics-based modelM, derived in [62] via homoge-
nization, relates the inputs X to the outputs Y. This model involves closure variables (second-order tensors)
χ± and EDL potential ϕEDL, whose determination is expensive and constitutes computational bottlenecks
Z := {Zχ± ,ZϕEDL}. Optimal design of the nanoporous electrodes in EDLCs involves the tuning of the CVs X
to elicit changes in the QoIs Y.
The complex nonlinear and multiscale relationship between X and Y makes this a challenging engineer-
ing design problem and allows us to highlight the features (i)–(iii) of the MI-based GSA. The joint PDF
of the random CVs X systematically quantifies uncertainties and errors arising in the physics-based repre-
sentation. This key quantity for decision support is captured by a Bayesian Network (BN) [6, 29], which
encodes both physical relationships and available domain knowledge (Fig. 1). The resulting probabilistic
physics-based modelM, referred to as a BN PDE, propagates the joint PDF of X, i.e., a structured prior, via
Z to Y following the conditional relationships in the BN. As in [6], we assume both the CVs XT , Xcin , Xr,
and Xω to be independent and their prior PDFs to be uniform on an interval of ±35% (for XT and Xcin) or
±25% (for Xr and Xω) around their respective baseline values (see Table 1 reproduced from [6]),
Xi | θi ∼ Uniform([θmini , θmaxi ]), i = T, cin, r, ω; (28)
where the hyperparameters θi = {θmini , θmaxi } represent the left and right endpoints of the support intervals.




























































Figure 1: Visualization of the BN PDE (lower route) and GINN surrogate (upper route) for a multiscale model of EDL supercapacitor
dynamics. The BN encodes conditional relationships between the model variables (both inter- and intrascale) and systematically
includes domain knowledge into the physics-based model, ensuring the resulting BN PDE makes physically sound predictions. The
GINN takes identical inputs X (i.e., structured priors on CVs) to those of the BN PDE, but overcomes the latter’s computational
bottlenecks Z (dashed box) by replacing them with learned features (solid box) in a DNN to predict the QoIs Y. The nodes in the
hidden layers of the GINN make it a black box.
all the constants in (29) and below are defined in [6]. The PDFs of these dependent CVs are estimated
by sampling the uniform distributions (28) and computing a corresponding observation via (29). Hence, the
physics of the problem induces the correlations between the CVs represented by the conditional relationships
in Fig. 1.
Table 1: Statistics of the uniform PDFs of the independent CVs in (28) (from [6]).
Variable label θmin θmax Mean/Baseline Variation Units
T 208 432 320 ±35% K
cin 0.52 1.08 0.80 ±35% mol/l
r 1.05 1.75 1.40 ±25% nm
ω 0.5025 0.8375 0.6700 ±25% -
3.2. GINNs: DNN surrogate models for multiscale physics
GINNs [6] are domain-aware surrogates for a broad range of complex physics-based models. In the
context of EDLCs, a GINN can be used to accelerate the propagation of uncertainty from structured priors
on CVs X to distributions of QoIs Y by replacing the computational bottlenecks Z in the BN PDE (the
dashed boxed nodes of the BN in Fig. 1) with the GINN’s hidden layers. In so doing, it alleviates the cost of
computing the QoIs Y, which includes bypassing the need to compute the effective diffusion coefficients of
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The workflow for building the GINN surrogate is summarized as follows. Details, including the proce-
dures for training and testing the GINN using the BN PDE, can be found in [6].
1. Data generation (BN PDE): Generate Nsam = 4 × 103 io samples by drawing the inputs from the
structured priors on X and computing the corresponding responses Y with the BN PDE, and select
Ntrain = 0.75Nsam training samples and Ntest = 0.25Nsam test samples from this data set.
2. Training: Using the Ntrain io pairs and TensorFlow 2, train with 100 epochs a fully connected NN
comprising:
a) an input layer consisting of the seven CVs X,
b) two hidden layers each consisting of 100 neurons,
c) an output layer consisting of the two QoIs Y,
d) application of the ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) activation function, and
e) a given training error tolerance of 10−4.
3. Testing: Test the trained GINN on the Ntest io pairs to analyze its generalization capability for unseen
data for a given test error tolerance of 10−4.
4. Prediction: Sample Npredsam inputs from the structured priors on the CVs, and predict the corresponding
responses with the trained GINN.
3.2.2. Computational efficiency of the physics- and GINN-based models
For complex numerical simulations, the cost of step 1 outweighs, by orders of magnitude, the combined
cost of steps 2–4 [6]. The GSA results reported below require 3 × 103 samples of the BN PDE (physics-based
model) to train the GINN that satisfies both the training and test error tolerances.3 Since the generation of new
samples with the GINN carries a negligible expense compared to the generation of training data with the BN
PDE, the computational costs of the physics- and GINN-based GSAs are virtually identical when carrying
out the former using 3 × 103 samples; this allows us to investigate the performance of both approaches for a
fixed computational budget.
3.3. GINN-based MISI rankings
Figure 2 exhibits the first-order MISI values for Yκeff and Yt+ (left column) and the corresponding ranks of
the CVs X (right column), estimated respectively with Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. All of these quantities
are computed, alternatively, with the physics- and GINN-based models. The MISI values are equipped with
the adjusted confidence intervals indicating a pairwise non-overlap significance γ¯ = 0.01 (on average, at level
β ≈ 0.05). The 95% percentile confidence intervals for the CV ranks in (27), i.e., with δ = 0.05, are based
on N = 103 replications; samples for the estimator in each replication are either predicted using the GINN
or are bootstrap resampled from a corpus of 3 × 103 physics-based simulations. For both Algorithm 1 and
3While testing requires the generation of 103 additional io samples with the BN PDE, it is not strictly required and hence not
taken into account when comparing the rankings generated with the physics-based model and the GINN.
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Algorithm 2, the physics- and GINN-based estimators are largely consistent, which is to be expected since
the GINN surrogate satisfies both a preset training and test error tolerance. The highlighted gaps between
clusters of MISI values in Fig. 2a,c indicate the groupings of various CVs X by their relative importance.
In Fig. 2b,d dashed lines correspond to these highlighted gaps; although the clarity of the rankings in Fig. 2b,d
facilitates the automation of decisions in outer-loop tasks, the ranks themselves do not contain information
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<latexit sha1_base64="CQo5rFcyh/GlOQxpzAp wwI4J5CU=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRbBjSXxgV0W3LisYB/QhjKZTNqhk0mYuRFjKP6KG xeKuPU/3Pk3TtostPXAhcM5987ce7yYMwW2/W2UlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXN3r62iRBLaIhGPZNfDinIma AsYcNqNJcWhx2nHG1/nfueeSsUicQdpTN0QDwULGMGgpYF50Af6AFlzlCpG1Gn+lD8ZmFW7Zk9hLRKnIF VUoDkwv/p+RJKQCiAcK9Vz7BjcDEtghNNJpZ8oGmMyxkPa01TgkCo3m24/sY614ltBJHUJsKbq74kMh0 qloac7QwwjNe/l4n9eL4Gg7mZMxAlQQWYfBQm3ILLyKCyfSUqAp5pgIpne1SIjLDEBHVhFh+DMn7xI2m c157x2eXtRbdSLOMroEB2hE+SgK9RAN6iJWoigR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx6y1ZBQz++gPjM8fEgaVmA==</ latexit>
I -based
<latexit sha1_base64="Q6jY2y3xJTwCWoSOyEF f2jo0P8s=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgxjLjA7ssuFA3pYJ9QDuUTCbThmYeJHfUMvZT3 LhQxK1f4s6/MdN2oa0HLhzOuTe597ix4Aos69vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO2Zxt6miRFLWoJGIZNsligkes gZwEKwdS0YCV7CWO7zM/NY9k4pH4R2MYuYEpB9yn1MCWuqZxS6wR0ivbmq14+wdb9wzS1bZmgAvEntGSm iGes/86noRTQIWAhVEqY5txeCkRAKngo0L3USxmNAh6bOOpiEJmHLSyepjfKgVD/uR1BUCnqi/J1ISKD UKXN0ZEBioeS8T//M6CfgVJ+VhnAAL6fQjPxEYIpzlgD0uGQUx0oRQyfWumA6IJBR0WgUdgj1/8iJpnp Tt0/L57VmpWpnFkUf76AAdIRtdoCq6RnXUQBQ9oGf0it6MJ+PFeDc+pq05Yzazh/7A+PwB7oWTww==</ latexit>
Physics-based
<latexit sha1_base64="CQo5rFcyh/GlOQxpzAp wwI4J5CU=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRbBjSXxgV0W3LisYB/QhjKZTNqhk0mYuRFjKP6KG xeKuPU/3Pk3TtostPXAhcM5987ce7yYMwW2/W2UlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXN3r62iRBLaIhGPZNfDinIma AsYcNqNJcWhx2nHG1/nfueeSsUicQdpTN0QDwULGMGgpYF50Af6AFlzlCpG1Gn+lD8ZmFW7Zk9hLRKnIF VUoDkwv/p+RJKQCiAcK9Vz7BjcDEtghNNJpZ8oGmMyxkPa01TgkCo3m24/sY614ltBJHUJsKbq74kMh0 qloac7QwwjNe/l4n9eL4Gg7mZMxAlQQWYfBQm3ILLyKCyfSUqAp5pgIpne1SIjLDEBHVhFh+DMn7xI2m c157x2eXtRbdSLOMroEB2hE+SgK9RAN6iJWoigR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx6y1ZBQz++gPjM8fEgaVmA==</ latexit>
GI -based
























<latexit sha1_base64="9k2G3ldZi529mxl9Q6gx+GiNkwY=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEOz1ifhCPXqZS Ew8kV0fkSOJF49o5JHASmaHASbMzm5melWy4T+8eNAYr/6LN//GAfagYCWdVKq6090VxFIYdN1vZ2l5ZXVtPbeR39za3tkt7O3XTZRoxmsskpFuBtRwKRSvoUDJm7HmNAwkbwTDq4nfeODaiEjd4Sjmfkj7SvQEo 2il+zbyJ0xvqRoK1R93CkW35E5BFomXkSJkqHYKX+1uxJKQK2SSGtPy3Bj9lGoUTPJxvp0YHlM2pH3eslTRkBs/nV49JsdW6ZJepG0pJFP190RKQ2NGYWA7Q4oDM+9NxP+8VoK9sp8KFSfIFZst6iWSYEQmEZCu0J yhHFlCmRb2VsIGVFOGNqi8DcGbf3mR1E9L3lnp4ua8WClnceTgEI7gBDy4hApcQxVqwEDDM7zCm/PovDjvzsesdcnJZg7gD5zPHyJfkuY=</latexit>
Ranking
<latexit sha1_base64="9k2G3ldZi529mxl9Q6gx+GiNkwY=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEOz1ifhCPXqZS Ew8kV0fkSOJF49o5JHASmaHASbMzm5melWy4T+8eNAYr/6LN//GAfagYCWdVKq6090VxFIYdN1vZ2l5ZXVtPbeR39za3tkt7O3XTZRoxmsskpFuBtRwKRSvoUDJm7HmNAwkbwTDq4nfeODaiEjd4Sjmfkj7SvQEo 2il+zbyJ0xvqRoK1R93CkW35E5BFomXkSJkqHYKX+1uxJKQK2SSGtPy3Bj9lGoUTPJxvp0YHlM2pH3eslTRkBs/nV49JsdW6ZJepG0pJFP190RKQ2NGYWA7Q4oDM+9NxP+8VoK9sp8KFSfIFZst6iWSYEQmEZCu0J yhHFlCmRb2VsIGVFOGNqi8DcGbf3mR1E9L3lnp4ua8WClnceTgEI7gBDy4hApcQxVqwEDDM7zCm/PovDjvzsesdcnJZg7gD5zPHyJfkuY=</latexit>
 D
<latexit sha1_base64="a0QQMJRP4gEqCEk5ipMUmbTPd2c=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dB IvgqsxoxS4LunBZwT6kHUomk2lDk8yQZIQy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xbWehrQcCh3POJfeeIOFMG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUEdoiMY9VN8CaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuA004wvpn5nSeqNIvlg5kk1Bd4KFnEC DZWeuxzGw3x4HZQrrhVdw60SrycVCBHc1D+6ocxSQWVhnCsdc9zE+NnWBlGOJ2W+qmmCSZjPKQ9SyUWVPvZfOEpOrNKiKJY2ScNmqu/JzIstJ6IwCYFNiO97M3E/7xeaqK6nzGZpIZKsvgoSjkyMZpdj0KmKDF8Yg kmitldERlhhYmxHZVsCd7yyaukfVH1LqtX97VKo57XUYQTOIVz8OAaGnAHTWgBAQHP8ApvjnJenHfnYxEtOPnMMfyB8/kDgt2QMQ==</latexit>
 D
<latexit sha1_base64="a0QQMJRP4gEqCEk5ipMUmbTPd2c=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dB IvgqsxoxS4LunBZwT6kHUomk2lDk8yQZIQy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xbWehrQcCh3POJfeeIOFMG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUEdoiMY9VN8CaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuA004wvpn5nSeqNIvlg5kk1Bd4KFnEC DZWeuxzGw3x4HZQrrhVdw60SrycVCBHc1D+6ocxSQWVhnCsdc9zE+NnWBlGOJ2W+qmmCSZjPKQ9SyUWVPvZfOEpOrNKiKJY2ScNmqu/JzIstJ6IwCYFNiO97M3E/7xeaqK6nzGZpIZKsvgoSjkyMZpdj0KmKDF8Yg kmitldERlhhYmxHZVsCd7yyaukfVH1LqtX97VKo57XUYQTOIVz8OAaGnAHTWgBAQHP8ApvjnJenHfnYxEtOPnMMfyB8/kDgt2QMQ==</latexit>
lp
<latexit sha1_base64="k8Nim8Pu9GaL5//3/AJF+H+ceeA=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3w SK4KjM+sMuCG5cV7AM6Q8mkaRuaSUJyRyxDf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BvTdhbaeuDC4Zx7ufeeWAtuwfe/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqWZUayppUCWU6MbFMcMmawEGwjjaMJLFg7Xh8O/Pbj8xYruQDTDSLEjKUfMApA SeFohcCe4JMKzPtlSt+1Z8Dr5IgJxWUo9Erf4V9RdOESaCCWNsNfA1RRgxwKti0FKaWaULHZMi6jkqSMBtl85un+MwpfTxQxpUEPFd/T2QksXaSxK4zITCyy95M/M/rpjCoRRmXOgUm6WLRIBUYFJ4FgPvcMApi4g ihhrtbMR0RQyi4mEouhGD55VXSuqgGl9Xr+6tKvZbHUUQn6BSdowDdoDq6Qw3URBRp9Ixe0ZuXei/eu/exaC14+cwx+gPv8wfGSZIk</latexit>
lp r
<latexit sha1_base64="k8Nim8Pu9GaL5//3/AJF+H+ceeA=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3w SK4KjM+sMuCG5cV7AM6Q8mkaRuaSUJyRyxDf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BvTdhbaeuDC4Zx7ufeeWAtuwfe/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqWZUayppUCWU6MbFMcMmawEGwjjaMJLFg7Xh8O/Pbj8xYruQDTDSLEjKUfMApA SeFohcCe4JMKzPtlSt+1Z8Dr5IgJxWUo9Erf4V9RdOESaCCWNsNfA1RRgxwKti0FKaWaULHZMi6jkqSMBtl85un+MwpfTxQxpUEPFd/T2QksXaSxK4zITCyy95M/M/rpjCoRRmXOgUm6WLRIBUYFJ4FgPvcMApi4g ihhrtbMR0RQyi4mEouhGD55VXSuqgGl9Xr+6tKvZbHUUQn6BSdowDdoDq6Qw3URBRp9Ixe0ZuXei/eu/exaC14+cwx+gPv8wfGSZIk</latexit>
!
<latexit sha1_base64="CzM52nc6lRtRvJsMfmJpbcLAW1E=">AAAB7XicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXx iB4CjMumGPAi8cIZoFkCD2dnqRNL0N3jxCG/IMXD4p49X+8+Td2kjlo4oOCx3tVVNWLEs6M9f1vr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWa0CZRXOlOhA3lTNKmZZbTTqIpFhGn7Wh8O/PbT1QbpuSDnSQ0FHgoWcwIt k5q9ZSgQ9wvV/yqPwdaJUFOKpCj0S9/9QaKpIJKSzg2phv4iQ0zrC0jnE5LvdTQBJMxHtKuoxILasJsfu0UnTllgGKlXUmL5urviQwLYyYicp0C25FZ9mbif143tXEtzJhMUkslWSyKU46sQrPX0YBpSiyfOIKJZu 5WREZYY2JdQCUXQrD88ippXVSDy+r1/VWlXsvjKMIJnMI5BHADdbiDBjSBwCM8wyu8ecp78d69j0VrwctnjuEPvM8fj3OPGA==</latexit>
!
<latexit sha1_base64="CzM52nc6lRtRvJsMfmJpbcLAW1E=">AAAB7XicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXx iB4CjMumGPAi8cIZoFkCD2dnqRNL0N3jxCG/IMXD4p49X+8+Td2kjlo4oOCx3tVVNWLEs6M9f1vr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWa0CZRXOlOhA3lTNKmZZbTTqIpFhGn7Wh8O/PbT1QbpuSDnSQ0FHgoWcwIt k5q9ZSgQ9wvV/yqPwdaJUFOKpCj0S9/9QaKpIJKSzg2phv4iQ0zrC0jnE5LvdTQBJMxHtKuoxILasJsfu0UnTllgGKlXUmL5urviQwLYyYicp0C25FZ9mbif143tXEtzJhMUkslWSyKU46sQrPX0YBpSiyfOIKJZu 5WREZYY2JdQCUXQrD88ippXVSDy+r1/VWlXsvjKMIJnMI5BHADdbiDBjSBwCM8wyu8ecp78d69j0VrwctnjuEPvM8fj3OPGA==</latexit>
cin<latexit sha1_base64="/TfBBMjdR/2WC2PdDdf/chGBVjA=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dB Ivgqsz4wC4LblxWsA9oh5JJM21oJjMkd8Qy9DPcuFDErV/jzr8xbWehrQcCh3PuJfecIJHCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++5FrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKR tFKXdbvIX/CTKhpv1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNuEImqTFdz03Qz6hGwSSflnqp4QllYzrkXUsVjbjxs/nJU3JmlQEJY22fQjJXf29kNDJmEgV2MqI4MsveTPzP66YY1nybJ0mRK7b4KEwlwZjM8pOB0JyhnF hCmRb2VsJGVFOGtqWSLcFbjrxKWhdV77J6fX9VqdfyOopwAqdwDh7cQB3uoAFNYBDDM7zCm4POi/PufCxGC06+cwx/4Hz+ANWVkZc=</latexit>
cin<latexit sha1_base64="/TfBBMjdR/2WC2PdDdf/chGBVjA=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dB Ivgqsz4wC4LblxWsA9oh5JJM21oJjMkd8Qy9DPcuFDErV/jzr8xbWehrQcCh3PuJfecIJHCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++5FrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKR tFKXdbvIX/CTKhpv1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNuEImqTFdz03Qz6hGwSSflnqp4QllYzrkXUsVjbjxs/nJU3JmlQEJY22fQjJXf29kNDJmEgV2MqI4MsveTPzP66YY1nybJ0mRK7b4KEwlwZjM8pOB0JyhnF hCmRb2VsJGVFOGtqWSLcFbjrxKWhdV77J6fX9VqdfyOopwAqdwDh7cQB3uoAFNYBDDM7zCm4POi/PufCxGC06+cwx/4Hz+ANWVkZc=</latexit>
' 
<latexit sha1_base64="COzs+hTLnEaKT365t++JtQrIkaM=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLY BA8hV0fmGPAgx4jmAdk19A7mU2GzMwuM7ORsOQ/vHhQxKv/4s2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7woQzbVz321lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTR2nitAGiXms2iFoypmkDcMMp+1EURAhp61weDP1WyOqNIvlgxknNBDQlyxiB IyVHv0RqGTAuv4tCAHdUtmtuDPgZeLlpIxy1LulL78Xk1RQaQgHrTuem5ggA2UY4XRS9FNNEyBD6NOOpRIE1UE2u3qCT63Sw1GsbEmDZ+rviQyE1mMR2k4BZqAXvan4n9dJTVQNMiaT1FBJ5ouilGMT42kEuMcUJY aPLQGimL0VkwEoIMYGVbQheIsvL5PmecW7qFzdX5Zr1TyOAjpGJ+gMeega1dAdqqMGIkihZ/SK3pwn58V5dz7mrStOPnOE/sD5/AGQ35KH</latexit>
' 
<latexit sha1_base64="COzs+hTLnEaKT365t++JtQrIkaM=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLY BA8hV0fmGPAgx4jmAdk19A7mU2GzMwuM7ORsOQ/vHhQxKv/4s2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7woQzbVz321lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTR2nitAGiXms2iFoypmkDcMMp+1EURAhp61weDP1WyOqNIvlgxknNBDQlyxiB IyVHv0RqGTAuv4tCAHdUtmtuDPgZeLlpIxy1LulL78Xk1RQaQgHrTuem5ggA2UY4XRS9FNNEyBD6NOOpRIE1UE2u3qCT63Sw1GsbEmDZ+rviQyE1mMR2k4BZqAXvan4n9dJTVQNMiaT1FBJ5ouilGMT42kEuMcUJY aPLQGimL0VkwEoIMYGVbQheIsvL5PmecW7qFzdX5Zr1TyOAjpGJ+gMeega1dAdqqMGIkihZ/SK3pwn58V5dz7mrStOPnOE/sD5/AGQ35KH</latexit>
T
<latexit sha1_base64="PNfZrweXeTKU4mTUSNQzypGfUh0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKez6wBwDXjwmkBckS5iddJIxs7PLzKwQlnyBFw+KePWTvPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+O7mNza3tnfxuYW//4PCoeHzS0lGiGDZZJCLVCahGwSU2DTcCO7FCGgYC28Hkfu63n1BpHsmGmcboh3Qk+ZAza qxUb/SLJbfsLkDWiZeREmSo9YtfvUHEkhClYYJq3fXc2PgpVYYzgbNCL9EYUzahI+xaKmmI2k8Xh87IhVUGZBgpW9KQhfp7IqWh1tMwsJ0hNWO96s3F/7xuYoYVP+UyTgxKtlw0TAQxEZl/TQZcITNiagllittbCR tTRZmx2RRsCN7qy+ukdVX2rsu39ZtStZLFkYczOIdL8OAOqvAANWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj2VrzslmTuEPnM8fruuM1Q==</latexit>
T
<latexit sha1_base64="PNfZrweXeTKU4mTUSNQzypGfUh0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eB oPgKez6wBwDXjwmkBckS5iddJIxs7PLzKwQlnyBFw+KePWTvPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+O7mNza3tnfxuYW//4PCoeHzS0lGiGDZZJCLVCahGwSU2DTcCO7FCGgYC28Hkfu63n1BpHsmGmcboh3Qk+ZAza qxUb/SLJbfsLkDWiZeREmSo9YtfvUHEkhClYYJq3fXc2PgpVYYzgbNCL9EYUzahI+xaKmmI2k8Xh87IhVUGZBgpW9KQhfp7IqWh1tMwsJ0hNWO96s3F/7xuYoYVP+UyTgxKtlw0TAQxEZl/TQZcITNiagllittbCR tTRZmx2RRsCN7qy+ukdVX2rsu39ZtStZLFkYczOIdL8OAOqvAANWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj2VrzslmTuEPnM8fruuM1Q==</latexit>
r
<latexit sha1_base64="hN5QPul8DG9GPQQcYmHUEkUSSg8=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLY BA8hV0fmGPAi8cEzAOSJcxOepMxs7PLzKwQlnyBFw+KePWTvPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXkAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx3cxvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1 Fipofqlsltx5yCrxMtJGXLU+6Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmxl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fk3CoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmrDqZ1wmqUHJFovCVBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsB FVlBmbTdGG4C2/vEpalxXvqnLTuC7XqnkcBTiFM7gAD26hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLSuOfnMCfyB8/kD3GOM8w==</latexit>
r
<latexit sha1_base64="hN5QPul8DG9GPQQcYmHUEkUSSg8=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLY BA8hV0fmGPAi8cEzAOSJcxOepMxs7PLzKwQlnyBFw+KePWTvPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXkAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx3cxvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1 Fipofqlsltx5yCrxMtJGXLU+6Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmxl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fk3CoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmrDqZ1wmqUHJFovCVBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsB FVlBmbTdGG4C2/vEpalxXvqnLTuC7XqnkcBTiFM7gAD26hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLSuOfnMCfyB8/kD3GOM8w==</latexit>
Ph sics-based
<latexit sha1_base64="CQo5rFcyh/GlOQxpzApwwI4J5CU=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5C RbBjSXxgV0W3LisYB/QhjKZTNqhk0mYuRFjKP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3TtostPXAhcM5987ce7yYMwW2/W2UlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXN3r62iRBLaIhGPZNfDinImaAsYcNqNJcWhx2nHG1/nfueeSsUicQdpTN0QDwULG MGgpYF50Af6AFlzlCpG1Gn+lD8ZmFW7Zk9hLRKnIFVUoDkwv/p+RJKQCiAcK9Vz7BjcDEtghNNJpZ8oGmMyxkPa01TgkCo3m24/sY614ltBJHUJsKbq74kMh0qloac7QwwjNe/l4n9eL4Gg7mZMxAlQQWYfBQm3IL LyKCyfSUqAp5pgIpne1SIjLDEBHVhFh+DMn7xI2mc157x2eXtRbdSLOMroEB2hE+SgK9RAN6iJWoigR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx6y1ZBQz++gPjM8fEgaVmA==</latexit>
-based
<latexit sha1_base64="Q6jY2y3xJTwCWoSOyEFf2jo0P8s=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dB IvgxjLjA7ssuFA3pYJ9QDuUTCbThmYeJHfUMvZT3LhQxK1f4s6/MdN2oa0HLhzOuTe597ix4Aos69vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO2Zxt6miRFLWoJGIZNsligkesgZwEKwdS0YCV7CWO7zM/NY9k4pH4R2MYuYEpB9yn 1MCWuqZxS6wR0ivbmq14+wdb9wzS1bZmgAvEntGSmiGes/86noRTQIWAhVEqY5txeCkRAKngo0L3USxmNAh6bOOpiEJmHLSyepjfKgVD/uR1BUCnqi/J1ISKDUKXN0ZEBioeS8T//M6CfgVJ+VhnAAL6fQjPxEYIp zlgD0uGQUx0oRQyfWumA6IJBR0WgUdgj1/8iJpnpTt0/L57VmpWpnFkUf76AAdIRtdoCq6RnXUQBQ9oGf0it6MJ+PFeDc+pq05Yzazh/7A+PwB7oWTww==</latexit>
Physics-based
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Figure 2: Plug-in Monte Carlo estimators of the first-order MISIs in (4) indicate the most impactful CVs X for tuning the QoIs
Yκeff (top row) and Yt+ (bottom row). For Algorithm 1 (left column), the width of the confidence intervals (23) is chosen to achieve
a non-overlap significance level γ¯ = 0.01 pairwise on average. The highlighted gaps in (a) and (c) indicate clusters of CVs with
similar relative importance. For Algorithm 2 (right column), the GINN-based estimators for CV ranking with percentile confidence
intervals (27) are consistent with the rankings in (a) and (c). These ranks are resolved, which is not feasible through bootstrapping
the 3 × 103 samples from the physics-based model. In both algorithms, the GINN surrogate enables querying sufficiently large
amounts of data to distinguish closely-ranked CVs with a high degree of confidence. In (b) and (d) the dashed lines correspond to
the gaps identified in (a) and (c), respectively.
For both QoIs, the MISI estimators obtained with the physics-based model lead to indeterminate rank-
ings. For Yκeff , the confidence intervals for {Xlpor , Xω} and {Xcin , XϕΓ} overlap, and therefore the difference
between their MISI values (i.e., their ranking) does not differ at an average significance level γ¯ = 0.01. Sim-
ilarly, for Yt+ the rankings for {Xlpor , Xr, Xcin} are not resolved. In contrast, the differences between the cor-
responding estimators derived from 5 × 104 (for Yκeff) or 105 (for Yt+) GINN-based predictions are pairwise
significant at the level γ¯ = 0.01. Likewise, we observe that the ranks generated using N = 103 replications
with M = 5 × 104 observations for Yκeff or M = 105 observations for Yt+ predicted with the GINN are fully
resolved (indeed, the 95% percentile confidence intervals are vanishingly small on the plots). Moreover,
these ranks are consistent with the resolved rankings of the MISI values for Yκeff and Yt+ deduced from the
GINN-based estimators obtained with Algorithm 1. These findings demonstrate the benefit of a GINN, since
resolving the rankings with the physics-based model is considerably more expensive given the high cost of
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generating additional response samples with the BN PDE.
Figure 2 also compares the direct distributional method of Algorithm 2 to bootstrapped estimators with
percentile confidence intervals computed using the physics-based model. Using N = 103 bootstrap (i.e., re-
sampling [48]) replications of M = 3 × 103 observations (M is constrained by the fixed computational
budget) yields clusters of indeterminate ranks: the ranking of {XλD , Xlpor , Xω} and {Xcin , XϕΓ} for Yκeff , and the
ranking of {Xlpor , Xr, Xcin} and {XϕΓ , XλD} for Yt+ , cannot be resolved at the 0.05 level. In both cases, this is
over 70% of the CVs. Again, that ranking of the first-order effects of the CVs with a high degree of confi-
dence within a constrained computational budget critically depends on the availability of a GINN (or, more
generally, a surrogate model) to cheaply generate additional response samples.
Since the CVs X are correlated, it is natural to expect higher-order effects due to interactions between
the CVs. Figure 3 displays the second-order MISIs and their ranks estimated using Algorithms 1 and 2,
respectively, for the QoI Yκeff . The pairwise comparison of the adjusted confidence intervals with non-overlap
significance γ¯ = 0.01 reveals that approximately 80% of the estimators obtained with M = 3 × 103 physics-
based observations are indistinguishable (Fig. 3a). In contrast, the rankings deduced from the estimators
obtained with M = 5 × 104 GINN-based observations are fully resolved. The estimated second-order effect
ranks based on N = 30 replications of M = 105 GINN-based observations are nearly identical, emphasizing
the robustness and consistency of Algorithms 1 and 2. A large proportion of the MISI values is clustered
and equally important. The GINN-based GSA resolves ≈ 40% of the ranks compared to ≈ 15% of the ranks
distinguishable from N = 103 bootstrap replications of M = 3 × 103 physics-based observations. Here,
the number of replications for the GINN-based ranks is chosen such that the total computational time of
implementing Algorithm 2 is similar to that of computing all the physics-based bootstrap replications, which
is approximately the case when the product N · M is the same for both models.
To summarize the key findings from the numerical experiments presented in Figs. 2 and 3: the big data
generated with the GINN surrogate produce completely resolved first-order, and mostly-resolved second-
order, MISI rankings. These rankings are largely consistent with the budget-constrained predictions of the
physics-based model. Hence, Algorithms 1 and 2 facilitate the deployment of GINN for the acceleration and
future automation of outer-loop decision-support tasks.
4. Design with Explainable Black-Box Surrogates
Like all DNNs, GINNs are black boxes that lack a clear functional relationship between inputs and
outputs. MI-based GSA aids in interpreting and explaining their predictions, thereby enabling the use of
black-box surrogates in simulation-based decision-making, including the closure of engineering design loops
to facilitate rapid prototyping.
We validate the first-order MISI rankings discussed in Section 3.3, and then use these rankings to explore
subregions of the original parameter space that deliver high values of the effective electrolyte conductivity,
κeff. Subsequent effect rankings within this parameter subspace suggest follow-up simulations or novel lab-
oratory experiments, resulting in further refinements to the design of nanoporous electrodes for EDLCs.
4.1. Validation of MISI rankings
Fig. 4 shows normalized response surfaces, in the form of scatter plots and cubic regression splines based
on 103 observations, for the QoIs κeff and t+ along sensitive and insensitive parameter directions identified by
the first-order MISI rankings in Fig. 2. The most sensitive parameter directions are λD for κeff and ω for t+,
and the least sensitive are r for κeff and λD for t+. The response surfaces for κeff and t+ (top and bottom rows
in Fig. 4, respectively) demonstrate nonlinear relationships with respect to the most sensitive CV directions
(Figs. 4a,c). In contrast, the random scatter for the least sensitive directions (Figs. 4b,d) suggests the lack of a
clear relationship between these CVs and the QoIs. The quality and strength of these functional relationships
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<latexit sha1_base64="92QBwzWy689uUIS5YTT3Szs0SzY=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgM xFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgQspMVXRZ0IXLCvYBnWHIZDJtaDIZkoxSxn6KGxeKuPVL3Pk3pu0stPVA4HDOPdybE6aMKu0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds6v7HSUyiUkbCyZkL0SKMJqQt qaakV4qCeIhI91wdD31uw9EKiqSez1Oic/RIKExxUgbKbCrnuBkgE6hx0woQsFNYNecujMDXCZuQWqgQCuwv7xI4IyTRGOGlOq7Tqr9HElNMSOTipcpkiI8QgPSNzRBnCg/n50 +gcdGiWAspHmJhjP1dyJHXKkxD80kR3qoFr2p+J/Xz3R85ec0STNNEjxfFGcMagGnPcCISoI1GxuCsKTmVoiHSCKsTVsVU4K7+OVl0mnU3bP6xd15rdko6iiDQ3AEToALLkET3 IIWaAMMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH/PRklVkDsAfWJ8/WKeTXQ==</latexit>
!, D
<latexit sha1_bas e64="92QBwzWy689uUIS5YTT3Szs0SzY=" >AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvg QspMVXRZ0IXLCvYBnWHIZDJtaDIZkoxSxn 6KGxeKuPVL3Pk3pu0stPVA4HDOPdybE6a MKu0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds6v7HSUyi UkbCyZkL0SKMJqQtqaakV4qCeIhI91wdD 31uw9EKiqSez1Oic/RIKExxUgbKbCrnuBk gE6hx0woQsFNYNecujMDXCZuQWqgQCuwv 7xI4IyTRGOGlOq7Tqr9HElNMSOTipcpki I8QgPSNzRBnCg/n50+gcdGiWAspHmJhjP1 dyJHXKkxD80kR3qoFr2p+J/Xz3R85ec0S TNNEjxfFGcMagGnPcCISoI1GxuCsKTmVoi HSCKsTVsVU4K7+OVl0mnU3bP6xd15rdko 6iiDQ3AEToALLkET3IIWaAMMHsEzeAVv1p P1Yr1bH/PRklVkDsAfWJ8/WKeTXQ==</l atexit>
!, lpor
<latexit sha1_base64="v/KVTt9ADUhh1VEMdJwJbncdKAM=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgN BEJyNrxhf8XHzMhgEDxJ2o6LHgBePEcwDkhBmJ51kyOzOMtMrxiX4K148KOLV//Dm3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXX4khUHX/XYyS8srq2vZ9dzG5tb2Tn53r2ZUrDlUuZJKN3xmQIoQq ihQQiPSwAJfQt0fXk/8+j1oI1R4h6MI2gHrh6InOEMrdfIHLRVAn51S2WkhPGASKT3u5Atu0Z2CLhIvJQWSotLJf7W6iscBhMglM6bpuRG2E6ZRcAnjXCs2EDE+ZH1oWhqyAEw 7mV4/psdW6dKe0rZCpFP190TCAmNGgW87A4YDM+9NxP+8Zoy9q3YiwihGCPlsUS+WFBWdREG7QgNHObKEcS3srZQPmGYcbWA5G4I3//IiqZWK3lnx4va8UC6lcWTJITkiJ8Qjl 6RMbkiFVAknj+SZvJI358l5cd6dj1lrxkln9skfOJ8/pLOVUA==</latexit>
!, lpor
<latexit sha1_bas e64="v/KVTt9ADUhh1VEMdJwJbncdKAM=" >AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhf8XHzMhgE DxJ2o6LHgBePEcwDkhBmJ51kyOzOMtMrxi X4K148KOLV//Dm3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXX4 khUHX/XYyS8srq2vZ9dzG5tb2Tn53r2ZUr DlUuZJKN3xmQIoQqihQQiPSwAJfQt0fXk /8+j1oI1R4h6MI2gHrh6InOEMrdfIHLRVA n51S2WkhPGASKT3u5Atu0Z2CLhIvJQWSo tLJf7W6iscBhMglM6bpuRG2E6ZRcAnjXC s2EDE+ZH1oWhqyAEw7mV4/psdW6dKe0rZC pFP190TCAmNGgW87A4YDM+9NxP+8Zoy9q 3YiwihGCPlsUS+WFBWdREG7QgNHObKEcS3 srZQPmGYcbWA5G4I3//IiqZWK3lnx4va8 UC6lcWTJITkiJ8Qjl6RMbkiFVAknj+SZvJ I358l5cd6dj1lrxkln9skfOJ8/pLOVUA= =</latexit>
' , D
<latexit sha1_base64="BhgU/3KbR55c7mxQ/EVwLUVRYdw=">AAACAnicbVDLSgM xFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEF1JmqqLLgoIuK9gHdIbhTpq2ocnMkGQKpRQ3/oobF4q49Svc+Tem7Sy09UDgcM493NwTJpwp7TjfVm5peWV1Lb9e2Njc2t6xd/fqKk4loTUS81g2Q1CUs 4jWNNOcNhNJQYScNsL+9cRvDKhULI4e9DChvoBuxDqMgDZSYB94A5BJjwXeLQgBp9jjJtyG4Cawi07JmQIvEjcjRZShGthfXjsmqaCRJhyUarlOov0RSM0Ip+OClyqaAOlDl7Y MjUBQ5Y+mJ4zxsVHauBNL8yKNp+rvxAiEUkMRmkkBuqfmvYn4n9dKdefKH7EoSTWNyGxRJ+VYx3jSB24zSYnmQ0OASGb+ikkPJBBtWiuYEtz5kxdJvVxyz0oX9+fFSjmrI48O0 RE6QS66RBV0h6qohgh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zEZzVpbZR39gff4AfhCWzA==</latexit>
' , D
<latexit sha1_bas e64="BhgU/3KbR55c7mxQ/EVwLUVRYdw=" >AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgE F1JmqqLLgoIuK9gHdIbhTpq2ocnMkGQKpR Q3/oobF4q49Svc+Tem7Sy09UDgcM493Nw TJpwp7TjfVm5peWV1Lb9e2Njc2t6xd/fqK k4loTUS81g2Q1CUs4jWNNOcNhNJQYScNs L+9cRvDKhULI4e9DChvoBuxDqMgDZSYB94 A5BJjwXeLQgBp9jjJtyG4Cawi07JmQIvE jcjRZShGthfXjsmqaCRJhyUarlOov0RSM 0Ip+OClyqaAOlDl7YMjUBQ5Y+mJ4zxsVHa uBNL8yKNp+rvxAiEUkMRmkkBuqfmvYn4n 9dKdefKH7EoSTWNyGxRJ+VYx3jSB24zSYn mQ0OASGb+ikkPJBBtWiuYEtz5kxdJvVxy z0oX9+fFSjmrI48O0RE6QS66RBV0h6qohg h6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zEZzVpbZR39gff4 AfhCWzA==</latexit>
cin,!
<latexit sha1_bas e64="HXtsSzSFv5c4ei1ePOZEchbKBls=" >AAAB/HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrmqOXwSB4 kLAbFT0GvHiMYB6QhDA76U2GzOwuM71iWO KvePGgiFc/xJt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3+bE UBl3321lZXVvf2Mxt5bd3dvf2CweHDRMlm kOdRzLSLZ8ZkCKEOgqU0Io1MOVLaPqjm6 nffABtRBTe4ziGrmKDUASCM7RSr1DkvQ7C I6YinJzRTqRgwHqFklt2Z6DLxMtIiWSo9 QpfnX7EEwUhcsmMaXtujN2UaRRcwiTfSQ zEjI/YANqWhkyB6aaz4yf0xCp9GkTaVoh0 pv6eSJkyZqx826kYDs2iNxX/89oJBtdd+ 1ecIIR8vihIJMWITpOgfaGBoxxbwrgW9lb Kh0wzjjavvA3BW3x5mTQqZe+8fHl3UapW sjhy5Igck1PikStSJbekRuqEkzF5Jq/kzX lyXpx352PeuuJkM0XyB87nD7YSlMM=</l atexit>
cin,!
<latexit sha1_base64="HXtsSzSFv5c4ei1ePOZEchbKBls=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgN BEJz1GeMrmqOXwSB4kLAbFT0GvHiMYB6QhDA76U2GzOwuM71iWOKvePGgiFc/xJt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3+bEUBl3321lZXVvf2Mxt5bd3dvf2CweHDRMlmkOdRzLSLZ8ZkCKEO gqU0Io1MOVLaPqjm6nffABtRBTe4ziGrmKDUASCM7RSr1DkvQ7CI6YinJzRTqRgwHqFklt2Z6DLxMtIiWSo9QpfnX7EEwUhcsmMaXtujN2UaRRcwiTfSQzEjI/YANqWhkyB6aa z4yf0xCp9GkTaVoh0pv6eSJkyZqx826kYDs2iNxX/89oJBtdd+1ecIIR8vihIJMWITpOgfaGBoxxbwrgW9lbKh0wzjjavvA3BW3x5mTQqZe+8fHl3UapWsjhy5Igck1PikStSJ bekRuqEkzF5Jq/kzXlyXpx352PeuuJkM0XyB87nD7YSlMM=</latexit>
cin, lpor
<latexit sha1_base64="F8NBfjP/hUVheAtmtoq41LaeakE=">AAACAnicbVDLSgM xFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEF1JmqqLLghuXFewD2mHIpJk2NDMZkjtiKYMbf8WNC0Xc+hXu/BvTdhbaeiBwcs69JOcEieAaHOfbKiwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zv27l5Ty1RR1qBSSNUOiGaCx 6wBHARrJ4qRKBCsFQyvJ37rninNZXwHo4R5EenHPOSUgJF8+4D6XWAPMOZxdopFfkmkyny77FScKfAicXNSRjnqvv3V7UmaRiwGKojWHddJwBsTBZwKlpW6qWYJoUPSZx1DYxI x7Y2nETJ8bJQeDqUyJwY8VX9vjEmk9SgKzGREYKDnvYn4n9dJIbzyTLokBRbT2UNhKjBIPOkD97hiFMTIEEIVN3/FdEAUoWBaK5kS3PnIi6RZrbhnlYvb83KtmtdRRIfoCJ0gF 12iGrpBddRAFD2iZ/SK3qwn68V6tz5mowUr39lHf2B9/gAMQZfP</latexit>
cin, lpor
<latexit sha1_bas e64="F8NBfjP/hUVheAtmtoq41LaeakE=" >AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgE F1JmqqLLghuXFewD2mHIpJk2NDMZkjtiKY Mbf8WNC0Xc+hXu/BvTdhbaeiBwcs69JOc EieAaHOfbKiwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zv27l5Ty 1RR1qBSSNUOiGaCx6wBHARrJ4qRKBCsFQ yvJ37rninNZXwHo4R5EenHPOSUgJF8+4D6 XWAPMOZxdopFfkmkyny77FScKfAicXNSR jnqvv3V7UmaRiwGKojWHddJwBsTBZwKlp W6qWYJoUPSZx1DYxIx7Y2nETJ8bJQeDqUy JwY8VX9vjEmk9SgKzGREYKDnvYn4n9dJI bzyTLokBRbT2UNhKjBIPOkD97hiFMTIEEI VN3/FdEAUoWBaK5kS3PnIi6RZrbhnlYvb 83KtmtdRRIfoCJ0gF12iGrpBddRAFD2iZ/ SK3qwn68V6tz5mowUr39lHf2B9/gAMQZf P</latexit>
lpor,' 
<latexit sha1_bas e64="luCzk1mjPJEQg/j+sEl2Gd6YoOU=" >AAACBXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKUWi0Gw kHAXFS0DFlpGMCrkjmNus2cWd++O3blgON LY+FdsLBSx9T/Y+W/cfBR+PRh4vDfDzLw ok8Kg6346U9Mzs3PzpYXy4tLyymplbf3Sp LlmvMVSmerrCAyXIuEtFCj5daY5qEjyq+ j2ZOhf9bg2Ik0usJ/xQMFNImLBAK0UVrZk 6CO/wyJL9WCP+j3QWVeE/ikoBWGl6tbcE ehf4k1IlUzQDCsffidlueIJMgnGtD03w6 AAjYJJPij7ueEZsFu44W1LE1DcBMXoiwHd sUqHxqm2lSAdqd8nClDG9FVkOxVg1/z2h uJ/XjvH+DgoRJLlyBM2XhTnkmJKh5HQjtC coexbAkwLeytlXdDA0AZXtiF4v1/+Sy7r NW+/dnh+UG3UJ3GUyCbZJrvEI0ekQc5Ik7 QII/fkkTyTF+fBeXJenbdx65QzmdkgP+C 8fwHaWZi/</latexit>
lpor,' 
<latexit sha1_base64="luCzk1mjPJEQg/j+sEl2Gd6YoOU=">AAACBXicbVA9SwN BEN3zM8avqKUWi0GwkHAXFS0DFlpGMCrkjmNus2cWd++O3blgONLY+FdsLBSx9T/Y+W/cfBR+PRh4vDfDzLwok8Kg6346U9Mzs3PzpYXy4tLyymplbf3SpLlmvMVSmerrCAyXI uEtFCj5daY5qEjyq+j2ZOhf9bg2Ik0usJ/xQMFNImLBAK0UVrZk6CO/wyJL9WCP+j3QWVeE/ikoBWGl6tbcEehf4k1IlUzQDCsffidlueIJMgnGtD03w6AAjYJJPij7ueEZsFu 44W1LE1DcBMXoiwHdsUqHxqm2lSAdqd8nClDG9FVkOxVg1/z2huJ/XjvH+DgoRJLlyBM2XhTnkmJKh5HQjtCcoexbAkwLeytlXdDA0AZXtiF4v1/+Sy7rNW+/dnh+UG3UJ3GUy CbZJrvEI0ekQc5Ik7QII/fkkTyTF+fBeXJenbdx65QzmdkgP+C8fwHaWZi/</latexit>
!,' 
<latexit sha1_bas e64="J4Iv1/dMNjqLO1EMzM32HM9MzUM=" >AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVPDiZbEI HqQkVdFjwYMeK9gPaEKYbDft0t0k7G4Kpf bgX/HiQRGv/g1v/hu3bQ7a+mDg8d4MM/P ClDOlHefbWlpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3btvf2GS jJJaJ0kPJGtEBTlLKZ1zTSnrVRSECGnzb B/M/GbAyoVS+IHPUypL6Abs4gR0EYK7EMv EbQLZ9gbgEx7LPBuQQgI7JJTdqbAi8TNS QnlqAX2l9dJSCZorAkHpdquk2p/BFIzwu m46GWKpkD60KVtQ2MQVPmj6f1jfGKUDo4S aSrWeKr+nhiBUGooQtMpQPfUvDcR//Pam Y6u/RGL00zTmMwWRRnHOsGTMHCHSUo0Hxo CRDJzKyY9kEC0iaxoQnDnX14kjUrZPS9f 3l+UqpU8jgI6QsfoFLnoClXRHaqhOiLoET 2jV/RmPVkv1rv1MWtdsvKZA/QH1ucPdQm Vsw==</latexit>
!,' 
<latexit sha1_base64="J4Iv1/dMNjqLO1EMzM32HM9MzUM=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8N AEN34WetXVPDiZbEIHqQkVdFjwYMeK9gPaEKYbDft0t0k7G4KpfbgX/HiQRGv/g1v/hu3bQ7a+mDg8d4MM/PClDOlHefbWlpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3btvf2GSjJJaJ0kPJGtEBTlL KZ1zTSnrVRSECGnzbB/M/GbAyoVS+IHPUypL6Abs4gR0EYK7EMvEbQLZ9gbgEx7LPBuQQgI7JJTdqbAi8TNSQnlqAX2l9dJSCZorAkHpdquk2p/BFIzwum46GWKpkD60KVtQ2M QVPmj6f1jfGKUDo4SaSrWeKr+nhiBUGooQtMpQPfUvDcR//PamY6u/RGL00zTmMwWRRnHOsGTMHCHSUo0HxoCRDJzKyY9kEC0iaxoQnDnX14kjUrZPS9f3l+UqpU8jgI6QsfoF LnoClXRHaqhOiLoET2jV/RmPVkv1rv1MWtdsvKZA/QH1ucPdQmVsw==</latexit>
T,!
<latexit sha1_base64="+f3+q52VbxjFjma37AXSN58fEDI=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgN BEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJuVPQY8OIxQl6SLGF20psMmccyMyuEkK/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vL7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD4+aRqWaQoMqrnQ7IgY4k9Cwz HJoJxqIiDi0otHdzG89gTZMybodJxAKMpAsZpRYJz3WL3BXCRiQXrHkl/058CoJMlJCGWq94le3r2gqQFrKiTGdwE9sOCHaMsphWuimBhJCR2QAHUclEWDCyfzgKT5zSh/HSru SFs/V3xMTIowZi8h1CmKHZtmbif95ndTGt+GEySS1IOliUZxybBWefY/7TAO1fOwIoZq5WzEdEk2odRkVXAjB8surpFkpB5fl64erUrWSxZFHJ+gUnaMA3aAqukc11EAUCfSMX tGbp70X7937WLTmvGzmGP2B9/kD85iP0A==</latexit>
T,!
<latexit sha1_base64="+f3+q52VbxjF jma37AXSN58fEDI=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJuVPQY8OIxQl6SL GF20psMmccyMyuEkK/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vL7e2vrG5ld8u 7Ozu7R8UD4+aRqWaQoMqrnQ7IgY4k9CwzHJoJxqIiDi0otHdzG89gTZMybodJxAKMpA sZpRYJz3WL3BXCRiQXrHkl/058CoJMlJCGWq94le3r2gqQFrKiTGdwE9sOCHaMsphWu imBhJCR2QAHUclEWDCyfzgKT5zSh/HSruSFs/V3xMTIowZi8h1CmKHZtmbif95ndTGt +GEySS1IOliUZxybBWefY/7TAO1fOwIoZq5WzEdEk2odRkVXAjB8surpFkpB5fl64er UrWSxZFHJ+gUnaMA3aAqukc11EAUCfSMXtGbp70X7937WLTmvGzmGP2B9/kD85iP0A= =</latexit>
T, D
<latexit sha1_base64="TN+AjJn0wp1KtVKhP4fzUk3gahU=">AAAB83icbVDLSsN AFL2pr1pfVZduBovgQkpSFV0WdOGyQl/QhDKZTNqhk0mYmQgl9DfcuFDErT/jzr9x0mahrQcGDuecy71z/IQzpW372yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjropTSWiHxDyWfR8rypmgH c00p/1EUhz5nPb8yV3u956oVCwWbT1NqBfhkWAhI1gbyW1fIJebdICH98Nqza7bc6BV4hSkBgVaw+qXG8QkjajQhGOlBo6daC/DUjPC6azipoommEzwiA4MFTiiysvmN8/QmVE CFMbSPKHRXP09keFIqWnkm2SE9Vgte7n4nzdIdXjrZUwkqaaCLBaFKUc6RnkBKGCSEs2nhmAimbkVkTGWmGhTU8WU4Cx/eZV0G3Xnsn79eFVrNoo6ynACp3AODtxAEx6gBR0gk MAzvMKblVov1rv1sYiWrGLmGP7A+vwB6PSQ6Q==</latexit>
T, D
<latexit sha1_bas e64="TN+AjJn0wp1KtVKhP4fzUk3gahU=" >AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovg QkpSFV0WdOGyQl/QhDKZTNqhk0mYmQgl9D fcuFDErT/jzr9x0mahrQcGDuecy71z/IQ zpW372yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjropTS WiHxDyWfR8rypmgHc00p/1EUhz5nPb8yV 3u956oVCwWbT1NqBfhkWAhI1gbyW1fIJeb dICH98Nqza7bc6BV4hSkBgVaw+qXG8Qkj ajQhGOlBo6daC/DUjPC6azipoommEzwiA 4MFTiiysvmN8/QmVECFMbSPKHRXP09keFI qWnkm2SE9Vgte7n4nzdIdXjrZUwkqaaCL BaFKUc6RnkBKGCSEs2nhmAimbkVkTGWmGh TU8WU4Cx/eZV0G3Xnsn79eFVrNoo6ynAC p3AODtxAEx6gBR0gkMAzvMKblVov1rv1sY iWrGLmGP7A+vwB6PSQ6Q==</latexit>
T, cin
<latexit sha1_bas e64="hmi43OxYA75pUFZnC8fIgmTQZ80=" >AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPg QcJuVPQY8OIxQl6QrGF20psMmX0w06uGJf /hxYMiXv0Xb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1093lxVJ otO1vK7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O4V9w+aOkoUh waPZKTaHtMgRQgNFCihHStggSeh5Y1upn 7rAZQWUVjHcQxuwAah8AVnaKT7+hnlvS7C E6YinPSKJbtsz0CXiZOREslQ6xW/uv2IJ wGEyCXTuuPYMbopUyi4hEmhm2iIGR+xAX QMDVkA2k1nV0/oiVH61I+UqRDpTP09kbJA 63Hgmc6A4VAvelPxP6+ToH/tmn/iBCHk8 0V+IilGdBoB7QsFHOXYEMaVMLdSPmSKcTR BFUwIzuLLy6RZKTvn5cu7i1K1ksWRJ0fk mJwSh1yRKrklNdIgnCjyTF7Jm/VovVjv1s e8NWdlM4fkD6zPHz0Hkk8=</latexit>
T, cin
<latexit sha1_base64="hmi43OxYA75pUFZnC8fIgmTQZ80=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgN BEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJuVPQY8OIxQl6QrGF20psMmX0w06uGJf/hxYMiXv0Xb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1093lxVJotO1vK7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O4V9w+aOkoUhwaPZKTaHtMgRQgNF CihHStggSeh5Y1upn7rAZQWUVjHcQxuwAah8AVnaKT7+hnlvS7CE6YinPSKJbtsz0CXiZOREslQ6xW/uv2IJwGEyCXTuuPYMbopUyi4hEmhm2iIGR+xAXQMDVkA2k1nV0/oiVH 61I+UqRDpTP09kbJA63Hgmc6A4VAvelPxP6+ToH/tmn/iBCHk80V+IilGdBoB7QsFHOXYEMaVMLdSPmSKcTRBFUwIzuLLy6RZKTvn5cu7i1K1ksWRJ0fkmJwSh1yRKrklNdIgn CjyTF7Jm/VovVjv1se8NWdlM4fkD6zPHz0Hkk8=</latexit>
T, lpor
<latexit sha1_base64="iN04WoUUVHXj0ToDhB+BzpQRVys=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8N AEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIHqQkVdFjwYvHCv2CNoTNdtMu3WzC7kSsob/EiwdFvPpTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBNTjOt1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL9sFhW8epoqxFYxGrbkA0E1yyF nAQrJsoRqJAsE4wvp35nQemNI9lEyYJ8yIylDzklICRfLvcPMfC7wN7hCyJ1dS3K07VmQOvEjcnFZSj4dtf/UFM04hJoIJo3XOdBLyMKOBUsGmpn2qWEDomQ9YzVJKIaS+bHz7 Fp0YZ4DBWpiTgufp7IiOR1pMoMJ0RgZFe9mbif14vhfDGy7hMUmCSLhaFqcAQ41kKeMAVoyAmhhCquLkV0xFRhILJqmRCcJdfXiXtWtW9qF7dX1bqtTyOIjpGJ+gMuega1dEda qAWoihFz+gVvVlP1ov1bn0sWgtWPnOE/sD6/AGmFpMN</latexit>
T, lpor
<latexit sha1_bas e64="iN04WoUUVHXj0ToDhB+BzpQRVys=" >AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEI HqQkVdFjwYvHCv2CNoTNdtMu3WzC7kSsob /EiwdFvPpTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxL BNTjOt1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL9sFhW8epo qxFYxGrbkA0E1yyFnAQrJsoRqJAsE4wvp 35nQemNI9lEyYJ8yIylDzklICRfLvcPMfC 7wN7hCyJ1dS3K07VmQOvEjcnFZSj4dtf/ UFM04hJoIJo3XOdBLyMKOBUsGmpn2qWED omQ9YzVJKIaS+bHz7Fp0YZ4DBWpiTgufp7 IiOR1pMoMJ0RgZFe9mbif14vhfDGy7hMU mCSLhaFqcAQ41kKeMAVoyAmhhCquLkV0xF RhILJqmRCcJdfXiXtWtW9qF7dX1bqtTyO IjpGJ+gMuega1dEdaqAWoihFz+gVvVlP1o v1bn0sWgtWPnOE/sD6/AGmFpMN</latex it>
cin, D
<latexit sha1_base64="mevJ5wE/UliDLixm69hNxgQLd28=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsN AFJ34rPUVFdy4GSyCCylJVXRZ0IXLCvYBTQiTyaQdOnkwcyOW2IW/4saFIm79DXf+jdM2C209MHA45x7m3uOngiuwrG9jYXFpeWW1tFZe39jc2jZ3dlsqySRlTZqIRHZ8opjgM WsCB8E6qWQk8gVr+4Orsd++Z1LxJL6DYcrciPRiHnJKQEueuU89B9gD5DwenWBH6GRAvGvPrFhVawI8T+yCVFCBhmd+OUFCs4jFQAVRqmtbKbg5kcCpYKOykymWEjogPdbVNCY RU24+2X+Ej7QS4DCR+sWAJ+rvRE4ipYaRrycjAn01643F/7xuBuGlq09LM2AxnX4UZgJDgsdl4IBLRkEMNSFUcr0rpn0iCQVdWVmXYM+ePE9atap9Wj2/PavUa0UdJXSADtExs tEFqqMb1EBNRNEjekav6M14Ml6Md+NjOrpgFJk99AfG5w+5IZXc</latexit>
cin, D
<latexit sha1_bas e64="mevJ5wE/UliDLixm69hNxgQLd28=" >AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFdy4GSyC CylJVXRZ0IXLCvYBTQiTyaQdOnkwcyOW2I W/4saFIm79DXf+jdM2C209MHA45x7m3uO ngiuwrG9jYXFpeWW1tFZe39jc2jZ3dlsqy SRlTZqIRHZ8opjgMWsCB8E6qWQk8gVr+4 Orsd++Z1LxJL6DYcrciPRiHnJKQEueuU89 B9gD5DwenWBH6GRAvGvPrFhVawI8T+yCV FCBhmd+OUFCs4jFQAVRqmtbKbg5kcCpYK OykymWEjogPdbVNCYRU24+2X+Ej7QS4DCR +sWAJ+rvRE4ipYaRrycjAn01643F/7xuB uGlq09LM2AxnX4UZgJDgsdl4IBLRkEMNSF Ucr0rpn0iCQVdWVmXYM+ePE9atap9Wj2/ PavUa0UdJXSADtExstEFqqMb1EBNRNEjek av6M14Ml6Md+NjOrpgFJk99AfG5w+5IZX c</latexit>
cin,' 
<latexit sha1_base64="okPHwFXW86BbR8rKbsljYGCkQxo=">AAACBHicbVBNS8N AFNzUr1q/oh69LBbBg5SkKnoseNCjgtVCU8LLdmsXd5Ow+1IsoQcv/hUvHhTx6o/w5r9xW3NQ68DCMPMeb2eiVAqDnvfplGZm5+YXyouVpeWV1TV3fePKJJlmvMkSmehWBIZLE fMmCpS8lWoOKpL8Oro9GfvXA66NSOJLHKa8o+AmFj3BAK0UulssDJDfYS7i0R4NBqDTvgiDU1AKQrfq1bwJ6DTxC1IlBc5D9yPoJixTPEYmwZi276XYyUGjYJKPKkFmeArsFm5 429IYFDedfBJiRHes0qW9RNsXI52oPzdyUMYMVWQnFWDf/PXG4n9eO8PeccfmSzPkMfs+1MskxYSOG6FdoTlDObQEmBb2r5T1QQND21vFluD/jTxNruo1f792eHFQbdSLOspki 2yTXeKTI9IgZ+ScNAkj9+SRPJMX58F5cl6dt+/RklPsbJJfcN6/AOE2mDI=</latexit>
cin,' 
<latexit sha1_bas e64="okPHwFXW86BbR8rKbsljYGCkQxo=" >AAACBHicbVBNS8NAFNzUr1q/oh69LBbB g5SkKnoseNCjgtVCU8LLdmsXd5Ow+1IsoQ cv/hUvHhTx6o/w5r9xW3NQ68DCMPMeb2e iVAqDnvfplGZm5+YXyouVpeWV1TV3fePKJ JlmvMkSmehWBIZLEfMmCpS8lWoOKpL8Or o9GfvXA66NSOJLHKa8o+AmFj3BAK0Uulss DJDfYS7i0R4NBqDTvgiDU1AKQrfq1bwJ6 DTxC1IlBc5D9yPoJixTPEYmwZi276XYyU GjYJKPKkFmeArsFm5429IYFDedfBJiRHes 0qW9RNsXI52oPzdyUMYMVWQnFWDf/PXG4 n9eO8PeccfmSzPkMfs+1MskxYSOG6FdoTl DObQEmBb2r5T1QQND21vFluD/jTxNruo1 f792eHFQbdSLOspki2yTXeKTI9IgZ+ScNA kj9+SRPJMX58F5cl6dt+/RklPsbJJfcN6 /AOE2mDI=</latexit>
r, lpor
<latexit sha1_base64="CAiwQ8Yix5VpREc03aK+r4wTRyE=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwM xEM36WetHVz16CRbBg5Tdquix4MVjBfsB7bJk07QNzSZLMivWpb/EiwdFvPpTvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMixLBDXjet7Oyura+sVnYKm7v7O6V3P2DplGppqxBlVC6HRHDBJesA RwEayeakTgSrBWNbqZ+64Fpw5W8h3HCgpgMJO9zSsBKoVvSZ1iEXWCPkCVKT0K37FW8GfAy8XNSRjnqofvV7SmaxkwCFcSYju8lEGREA6eCTYrd1LCE0BEZsI6lksTMBNns8Ak +sUoP95W2JQHP1N8TGYmNGceR7YwJDM2iNxX/8zop9K+DjMskBSbpfFE/FRgUnqaAe1wzCmJsCaGa21sxHRJNKNisijYEf/HlZdKsVvzzyuXdRblWzeMooCN0jE6Rj65QDd2iO mogilL0jF7Rm/PkvDjvzse8dcXJZw7RHzifP9Uykys=</latexit>
r, lpor
<latexit sha1_bas e64="CAiwQ8Yix5VpREc03aK+r4wTRyE=" >AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEM36WetHVz16CRbB g5Tdquix4MVjBfsB7bJk07QNzSZLMivWpb /EiwdFvPpTvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMixL BDXjet7Oyura+sVnYKm7v7O6V3P2DplGpp qxBlVC6HRHDBJesARwEayeakTgSrBWNbq Z+64Fpw5W8h3HCgpgMJO9zSsBKoVvSZ1iE XWCPkCVKT0K37FW8GfAy8XNSRjnqofvV7 SmaxkwCFcSYju8lEGREA6eCTYrd1LCE0B EZsI6lksTMBNns8Ak+sUoP95W2JQHP1N8T GYmNGceR7YwJDM2iNxX/8zop9K+DjMskB SbpfFE/FRgUnqaAe1wzCmJsCaGa21sxHRJ NKNisijYEf/HlZdKsVvzzyuXdRblWzeMo oCN0jE6Rj65QDd2iOmogilL0jF7Rm/PkvD jvzse8dcXJZw7RHzifP9Uykys=</latex it>
cin, r
<latexit sha1_bas e64="9RaneAEFi45A5UC5ZDpeG1eVNTE=" >AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8 SNiNih4DXjxGMA9I1jA7mU2GzM4uM71qCP kPLx4U8eq/ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIJH CoOt+O0vLK6tr67mN/ObW9s5uYW+/buJUM 15jsYx1M6CGS6F4DQVK3kw0p1EgeSMYXE /8xgPXRsTqDocJ9yPaUyIUjKKV7lmnjfwJ R0KNT4nuFIpuyZ2CLBIvI0XIUO0Uvtrdm KURV8gkNabluQn6I6pRMMnH+XZqeELZgP Z4y1JFI2780fTqMTm2SpeEsbalkEzV3xMj GhkzjALbGVHsm3lvIv7ntVIMr3z7UpIiV 2y2KEwlwZhMIiBdoTlDObSEMi3srYT1qaY MbVB5G4I3//IiqZdL3lnp4va8WClnceTg EI7gBDy4hArcQBVqwEDDM7zCm/PovDjvzs esdcnJZg7gD5zPH3FZkm0=</latexit>
cin, r
<latexit sha1_base64="9RaneAEFi45A5UC5ZDpeG1eVNTE=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgN BEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8SNiNih4DXjxGMA9I1jA7mU2GzM4uM71qCPkPLx4U8eq/ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIJHCoOt+O0vLK6tr67mN/ObW9s5uYW+/buJUM15jsYx1M6CGS6F4D QVK3kw0p1EgeSMYXE/8xgPXRsTqDocJ9yPaUyIUjKKV7lmnjfwJR0KNT4nuFIpuyZ2CLBIvI0XIUO0UvtrdmKURV8gkNabluQn6I6pRMMnH+XZqeELZgPZ4y1JFI2780fTqMTm 2SpeEsbalkEzV3xMjGhkzjALbGVHsm3lvIv7ntVIMr3z7UpIiV2y2KEwlwZhMIiBdoTlDObSEMi3srYT1qaYMbVB5G4I3//IiqZdL3lnp4va8WClnceTgEI7gBDy4hArcQBVqw EDDM7zCm/PovDjvzsesdcnJZg7gD5zPH3FZkm0=</latexit>
T, r
<latexit sha1_base64="l/Tgz+zeH1Rt2kZFDriFyC28Ixc=">AAAB63icbVBNSwM xEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5TdVtFjwYvHCv2CdinZNNuGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnHR0litA2iXikegHWlDNJ2 4YZTnuxolgEnHaD6X3md5+o0iySLTOLqS/wWLKQEWwyqXWF1LBccavuAmideDmpQI7msPw1GEUkEVQawrHWfc+NjZ9iZRjhdF4aJJrGmEzxmPYtlVhQ7aeLW+fowiojFEbKljR oof6eSLHQeiYC2ymwmehVLxP/8/qJCe/8lMk4MVSS5aIw4chEKHscjZiixPCZJZgoZm9FZIIVJsbGU7IheKsvr5NOrerVqzeP15VGLY+jCGdwDpfgwS004AGa0AYCE3iGV3hzh PPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz89WY2r</latexit>
T, r
<latexit sha1_base64="l/Tgz+zeH1Rt 2kZFDriFyC28Ixc=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5TdVtFjwYvHCv2Cd inZNNuGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1PY2Nza3inu lvb2Dw6PyscnHR0litA2iXikegHWlDNJ24YZTnuxolgEnHaD6X3md5+o0iySLTOLqS/ wWLKQEWwyqXWF1LBccavuAmideDmpQI7msPw1GEUkEVQawrHWfc+NjZ9iZRjhdF4aJJ rGmEzxmPYtlVhQ7aeLW+fowiojFEbKljRoof6eSLHQeiYC2ymwmehVLxP/8/qJCe/8l Mk4MVSS5aIw4chEKHscjZiixPCZJZgoZm9FZIIVJsbGU7IheKsvr5NOrerVqzeP15VG LY+jCGdwDpfgwS004AGa0AYCE3iGV3hzhPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz89WY2r</latex it>
r,!
<latexit sha1_base64="6HhXVTScpeDd gnGd+NvqqLjfkt0=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8SNiNih4DXjxGMA9Jl jA76U2GzGOZmRXCkq/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vb2V1bX1js7BV 3N7Z3dsvHRw2jUo1hQZVXOl2RAxwJqFhmeXQTjQQEXFoRaPbqd96Am2Ykg92nEAoyEC ymFFinfSoz3FXCRiQXqnsV/wZ8DIJclJGOeq90le3r2gqQFrKiTGdwE9smBFtGeUwKX ZTAwmhIzKAjqOSCDBhNjt4gk+d0sex0q6kxTP190RGhDFjEblOQezQLHpT8T+vk9r4J syYTFILks4XxSnHVuHp97jPNFDLx44Qqpm7FdMh0YRal1HRhRAsvrxMmtVKcFG5ur8s 16p5HAV0jE7QGQrQNaqhO1RHDUSRQM/oFb152nvx3r2PeeuKl88coT/wPn8AIg+P7g= =</latexit>
r,!
<latexit sha1_base64="6HhXVTScpeDdgnGd+NvqqLjfkt0=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgN BEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8SNiNih4DXjxGMA9JljA76U2GzGOZmRXCkq/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2jUo1hQZVXOl2RAxwJqFhm eXQTjQQEXFoRaPbqd96Am2Ykg92nEAoyECymFFinfSoz3FXCRiQXqnsV/wZ8DIJclJGOeq90le3r2gqQFrKiTGdwE9smBFtGeUwKXZTAwmhIzKAjqOSCDBhNjt4gk+d0sex0q6 kxTP190RGhDFjEblOQezQLHpT8T+vk9r4JsyYTFILks4XxSnHVuHp97jPNFDLx44Qqpm7FdMh0YRal1HRhRAsvrxMmtVKcFG5ur8s16p5HAV0jE7QGQrQNaqhO1RHDUSRQM/oF b152nvx3r2PeeuKl88coT/wPn8AIg+P7g==</latexit>
r,' 
<latexit sha1_base64="+MgPFLW1vQEGWCZMNg0VOfcvEW4=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8N AEN34WetXqkcvi0XwICWpih4LHvRYwX5AE8Jku2mX7iZhd1MptT/FiwdFvPpLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1POlHacb2tldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bt0sHTZVkktAGSXgi2yEoyllMG 5ppTtuppCBCTlvh4Gbqt4ZUKpbED3qUUl9AL2YRI6CNFNgleYa9Ici0zwLvFoSAwC47FWcGvEzcnJRRjnpgf3ndhGSCxppwUKrjOqn2xyA1I5xOil6maApkAD3aMTQGQZU/np0 +wSdG6eIokaZijWfq74kxCKVGIjSdAnRfLXpT8T+vk+no2h+zOM00jcl8UZRxrBM8zQF3maRE85EhQCQzt2LSBwlEm7SKJgR38eVl0qxW3PPK5f1FuVbN4yigI3SMTpGLrlAN3 aE6aiCCHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWFSufOUR/YH3+AKGOk44=</latexit>
r,' 
<latexit sha1_base64="+MgPFLW1vQEG WCZMNg0VOfcvEW4=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvi0XwICWpih4LHvRYwX5AE 8Jku2mX7iZhd1MptT/FiwdFvPpLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1POlHacb2tldW19Y7Ow Vdze2d3bt0sHTZVkktAGSXgi2yEoyllMG5ppTtuppCBCTlvh4Gbqt4ZUKpbED3qUUl9 AL2YRI6CNFNgleYa9Ici0zwLvFoSAwC47FWcGvEzcnJRRjnpgf3ndhGSCxppwUKrjOq n2xyA1I5xOil6maApkAD3aMTQGQZU/np0+wSdG6eIokaZijWfq74kxCKVGIjSdAnRfL XpT8T+vk+no2h+zOM00jcl8UZRxrBM8zQF3maRE85EhQCQzt2LSBwlEm7SKJgR38eVl 0qxW3PPK5f1FuVbN4yigI3SMTpGLrlAN3aE6aiCCHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWFSufOUR /YH3+AKGOk44=</latexit>
r, D
<latexit sha1_base64="3VgulACdkN7W00fW2aX+xhKt/Vo=">AAAB83icbVDLSgM xFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFcSJmpii4LunBZwT6gM5RMJtOGJpkhyQhl6G+4caGIW3/GnX9j2s5CWw8EDuecy705YcqZNq777aysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v7lYPDtk4yRWiLJDxR3RBrypmkL cMMp91UUSxCTjvh6Hbqd56o0iyRj2ac0kDggWQxI9hYyVfnyOc2HeH+Xb9SdWvuDGiZeAWpQoFmv/LlRwnJBJWGcKx1z3NTE+RYGUY4nZT9TNMUkxEe0J6lEguqg3x28wSdWiV CcaLskwbN1N8TORZaj0VokwKboV70puJ/Xi8z8U2QM5lmhkoyXxRnHJkETQtAEVOUGD62BBPF7K2IDLHCxNiayrYEb/HLy6Rdr3kXtauHy2qjXtRRgmM4gTPw4BoacA9NaAGBF J7hFd6czHlx3p2PeXTFKWaO4A+czx8XxZEH</latexit>
r, D
<latexit sha1_bas e64="3VgulACdkN7W00fW2aX+xhKt/Vo=" >AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFc SJmpii4LunBZwT6gM5RMJtOGJpkhyQhl6G +4caGIW3/GnX9j2s5CWw8EDuecy705Ycq ZNq777aysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v7lYPDtk4yR WiLJDxR3RBrypmkLcMMp91UUSxCTjvh6H bqd56o0iyRj2ac0kDggWQxI9hYyVfnyOc2 HeH+Xb9SdWvuDGiZeAWpQoFmv/LlRwnJB JWGcKx1z3NTE+RYGUY4nZT9TNMUkxEe0J 6lEguqg3x28wSdWiVCcaLskwbN1N8TORZa j0VokwKboV70puJ/Xi8z8U2QM5lmhkoyX xRnHJkETQtAEVOUGD62BBPF7K2IDLHCxNi ayrYEb/HLy6Rdr3kXtauHy2qjXtRRgmM4 gTPw4BoacA9NaAGBFJ7hFd6czHlx3p2PeX TFKWaO4A+czx8XxZEH</latexit>
Figure 3: Plug-in Monte Carlo estimators of the second-order MISIs in (11) indicate the most impactful interactions between any
two CVs in X for tuning the QoI Yκeff . The GINN surrogate improves the resolution of the second-order MISI rankings computed
with (a) Algorithm 1 or (b) Algorithm 2. Although the first-order effect of XT and XϕΓ on Yκeff are not top-ranked (see Fig. 2 (a) and
(b)), we observe above that (XT , XϕΓ ) has the most important second-order effect on Yκeff .
The MISI effect ranking and above validation step lend interpretability to the black-box predictions.
This enables the use of GINNs in design iterations by predicting new response samples in reduced parameter
spaces that optimize certain QoIs. The next section illustrates this procedure.
4.2. Design of multiscale systems under uncertainty
The first- and second-order MISI rankings suggest that the CVs λD, lpor, and ω have the largest individual
contributions to changes in κeff (Fig. 2), and the CV pairs (T, ϕΓ), (lpor, λD), (ω, λD) and (ω, lpor) (Fig. 3) have
the largest pairwise interaction effect. The GINN-generated response surfaces of κeff for these CV pairs
(Fig. 5) identify the parameter subspaces in which a targeted range of the QoI κeff, e.g., its maximal value,
is likely to be achieved. Computation of new MISI rankings in these restricted subregions determines which
CVs to retain in the next design cycle.
Fig. 5a,b shows a clear gradient in the response surfaces, with κeff being largest when λD is small and



































































<latexit sha1_base64="rgVlXB/c96w61lz OIwqE+LDeC+s=">AAACBnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUsRBhPBKuxGRcuAFlYSwTwgCWF29iYZMv tg5q4Yl1Q2/oqNhSK2foOdf+PkUWjigYHDOfdw5x43kkKjbX9bqYXFpeWV9GpmbX1jcyu7vVP VYaw4VHgoQ1V3mQYpAqigQAn1SAHzXQk1t38x8mt3oLQIg1scRNDyWTcQHcEZGqmd3W8i3GNy HSqfSfEAHs03pYl7rH2ZH7azObtgj0HniTMlOTJFuZ39anohj30IkEumdcOxI2wlTKHgEoaZZ qwhYrzPutAwNGA+6FYyPmNID43i0U6ozAuQjtXfiYT5Wg9810z6DHt61huJ/3mNGDvnrUQEUY wQ8MmiTiwphnTUCfWEAo5yYAjjSpi/Ut5jinE0zWVMCc7syfOkWiw4x4XTm5NcqTitI032yAE 5Ig45IyVyRcqkQjh5JM/klbxZT9aL9W59TEZT1jSzS/7A+vwB8nqYug==</latexit>
Normalized  D
<latexit sha1_base64="rgVlXB/c96w61lzOIwqE+LDeC+s=">AAACBnicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nr xhfUUsRBhPBKuxGRcuAFlYSwTwgCWF29iYZMvtg5q4Yl1Q2/oqNhSK2foOdf+PkUWjigYHDOfdw5x43kkKjbX9bqYXFpeWV9GpmbX1jcyu7vVPVYaw4VHgoQ1V3mQYpAqigQAn1SAHzXQk1t38 x8mt3oLQIg1scRNDyWTcQHcEZGqmd3W8i3GNyHSqfSfEAHs03pYl7rH2ZH7azObtgj0HniTMlOTJFuZ39anohj30IkEumdcOxI2wlTKHgEoaZZqwhYrzPutAwNGA+6FYyPmNID43i0U6ozAuQj tXfiYT5Wg9810z6DHt61huJ/3mNGDvnrUQEUYwQ8MmiTiwphnTUCfWEAo5yYAjjSpi/Ut5jinE0zWVMCc7syfOkWiw4x4XTm5NcqTitI032yAE5Ig45IyVyRcqkQjh5JM/klbxZT9aL9W59TEZ T1jSzS/7A+vwB8nqYug==</latexit>
Normalized r
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Figure 4: Response surfaces of the QoIs κeff (top row) and t+ (bottom row) with respect to the respective most (left column) and
least (right column) sensitive parameters. The plots represent 3 × 103 observations which are fitted with cubic regression splines.
These results indicate nonlinear response surfaces for the most sensitive parameter directions, (a) and (c), in contrast to the random
dispersion of observations for the least sensitive parameter directions, (b) and (d). This validates the first-order effect rankings in
Fig. 2.
zoom in on the region T ∈ [208, 360] K and cin ∈ [0.9, 1.08] mol/l, such that λD ∈ [0.0771, 0.1109] nm and
ω ∈ [0.7, 0.8375]. For the latter case, we consider the region T ∈ [208, 350] K and cin ∈ [0.95, 1.08] mol/l
(such that λD ∈ [0.0771, 0.1065] nm) and r ∈ [1.5, 1.75] nm and ω ∈ [0.79, 0.8375] (such that lpor ∈
[1.4030, 2.0965] nm). Fig. 6 visualizes the new first-order MISI rankings in the reduced parameter space
suggested by the most relevant parameter directions in Fig. 5a,b that were informed by the first-order (Fig. 2)
and second-order (Fig. 3) effect rankings. While λD still has the biggest impact, ϕΓ and T are now the
second- and third-most important CVs in both cases, while r remains the least important CV. Repeating this
process informs subsequent decision tasks, yielding a procedure to iteratively refine the materials design. A
similar reasoning can be followed based on the response surface of κeff for variations in ω and lpor in Fig. 5c.
The narrower shape of this surface reflects the correlation between these CVs, in accordance with (29c).
Comparison of the first-order rankings in Fig. 2 with the second-order rankings in Fig. 3 reveals that
even though the individual contributions of ϕΓ and T to changes in κeff are smaller than those of λD, lpor
and ω, the effect of their interactions dominates that of the pairwise interactions between the latter. This
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Figure 5: GINN-predicted response surfaces of the effective electrolyte conductivity κeff based 3 × 103 observations identify reduced
parameter ranges corresponding to a targeted response which can be explored to close design loops. The response surfaces are plotted
over two-dimensional subspaces of the full input space; in (a), (b), and (c) the CVs correspond to the top-ranked first-order MISIs in
Fig. 2 and in (d) they correspond to the highest second-order MISI in Fig. 3. In (a) and (b) the subspaces enclosed by dashed boxes
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Figure 6: Plug-in Monte Carlo estimators of the first-order MISI rankings in the large κeff regime. The latter corresponds to the
reduced ranges of (a) λD, ω and (b) λD, lpor indicated by the dashed boxes in Fig. 5a and b, respectively. These new rankings are
based on 5 × 104 samples generated by the GINN surrogate. They differ from those in Fig. 2 and inform subsequent decision tasks
in the multiscale design process.
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lpor or ω, while the pairs (T, ϕΓ) and (ω, lpor) are combinations of CVs that depend on each other through
physical relations (see (29b) and (29c), respectively). This is reflected by the various shapes of the response
surfaces in Fig. 5. This result enables one to reduce parameter ranges for ϕΓ and T to close design loops and
demonstrates the importance of the higher-order effects (i.e., due to interactions between CVs) introduced in
Section 2.2 for design loop closure in complex systems.
Since the new parameter ranges considered for predicting the effect rankings in Fig. 6 lie inside the orig-
inal parameter space, we used the existing trained GINN to predict the new response samples. Alternatively,
the MISI rankings might suggest the exploration of new parameter ranges outside the original space, thereby
guiding the generation of (a limited amount of) new physics-based data corresponding to those ranges and
retraining the GINN with this new training dataset. For DNNs with many hidden layers, transfer learning
[63] can be employed to reuse most of the existing DNN and thereby reduce the cost of training the new
surrogate.
5. Conclusions and Outlook
We developed a moment-independent global sensitivity analysis (GSA) based on differential mutual
information (MI). Mutual Information Sensitivity Indices (MISIs) provide a model-agnostic mechanism for
ranking the impact of correlated tunable control variables (CVs) on quantities of interest (QoIs). The high
computational cost of querying physics-based models, typically a barrier to the use of such data-driven
methods, is ameliorated by leveraging deep learning-based surrogate models that enable fast generation of
response data. That makes it feasible to estimate and rank MISI effects with a large degree of confidence
via easy-to-implement plug-ins. Although these black boxes do not generate engineering insights, MI-based
GSA allows one to peek into these surrogates and make their predictions explainable.
We combined our MI-based GSA with a recently developed Graph-Informed Neural Network (GINN)
capable of handling correlated CVs, and tested the resulting approach on a multiscale model of an electrical
double-layer capacitor (EDLC). We presented two different algorithms for estimating and ranking first-order
MISIs to capture individual CV effects, and second-order MISIs to capture the effects of pairwise interac-
tions between CVs. We validated the first-order MISI rankings against both physics- and GINN-based QoI
response surfaces. Finally, we closed the engineering design loop by considering the most sensitive input
directions and investigating effect rankings in a reduced parameter space corresponding to large effective
conductivity values.
Our analysis leads to the following major conclusions.
1. Our MI-based GSA works seamlessly with the GINN, a promising result encouraging its application
to other black-box surrogate models.
2. The GINN enables generation of a predicted dataset whose size is one-to-two orders of magnitude
larger than that of the training set provided by the physics-based model. That translates into well-
resolved first-order MISI rankings facilitated by either comparison-adjusted (Algorithm 1) or per-
centile (Algorithm 2) confidence intervals. At a comparable computational cost, the original physics-
based model cannot distinguish these rankings with confidence.
3. The GINN resolves a much larger fraction of the second-order rankings than its physics-based coun-
terpart for a fixed computational budget.
4. The resolved rankings produced with the GINN are consistent between Algorithms 1 and 2.
5. The most/least sensitive CVs identified through the first-order MISI effect rankings show a nonlin-
ear/nearly flat response curve for the QoIs, supporting the validity of the MI-based approach. The
relative magnitudes of the largest first-order MISIs for both QoIs produced by Algorithm 1 are also
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in line with the differences between the normalized response curves; this holds true for the smallest
first-order MISIs as well.
6. The impact of mutual interactions between correlated CVs on the QoIs needs to be taken into account
via higher-order MISIs. Pairwise interactions between CVs with small individual contributions to the
QoIs can dominate those between CVs with larger additive effects.
7. Within a reduced parameter space leading to optimal QoI values, the relative importance of the various
CVs is different from that in the original parameter space (that could be nonlinear, see Fig. 5c,d). This
new ranking informs subsequent design cycles, spawning an iterative procedure that enables rapid
prototyping and reduces time to market.
Motivated by its successful application to GINNs, we aim to pair our MI-based GSA with other DNNs in-
cluding single- and multifidelity PINNs and “data-free” physics-constrained NNs. In particular, our MISI
rankings could help simplify the custom loss functions of those DNNs by weeding out less important param-
eters.
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